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Swebrick Forum & RLUG
At a fi rst glance, Swebrick only looks like an online 

meeting place. But behind the forum there is also 

a non-profi t association run by a group of happy 

Lego enthusiasts. The purpose of the association is 

to ensure we all have fun with Lego and promote 

the hobby among adult builders. Means to do this is 

our forum, arranging meet-ups and participating in 

various Lego-related events.

Swebrick’s constitution states: “Th e pur-
pose of the association is to promote the 
Lego hobby in Sweden among adults. It is 
done through running a forum, meet-ups 
and participation in events with Lego as the 
unifying component. Th e association shall 
also work with spreading the knowledge of 
Lego building and Lego enthusiasts.”

Swebrick is independent from the 
Lego Group (TLG). Swebrick is a Swedish 
Recognized Lego User Group (RLUG) with 
a forum and a non-profi t association for 
Adult Fans of Lego (AFOLs). 

Among our members you will fi nd 
Lego collectors, builders and traders in all 
ages above 18 years old.

Swebrick is oft en arranging local meet-
ups and exhibitions. Check our forum to 
fi nd out what’s happening.

If you are at least 18 years old you can 

join Swebrick 

To become a member on the forum you 
only have to sign up and create a username 
and password. You will then be able to read 
the member subforum “Swebrick forum 
och förening”, which is hidden for those 
who only visit as guests. Th ere we write 
more about activities, competitions and 
the forum itself. In that subforum there is 
also more information about the LUG 
Swebrick.

You can also become a member of the 
LUG Swebrick by paying the membership 
fee. Paying members can access yet another 
subforum only for members in the LUG. 
Th at part is not large, but contains some 
extra perks as an appreciation for the eco-
nomic support to the LUG. Some meet-ups 
and events are aimed primarily to LUG 
members, but the majority of the activity 
on swebrick.se is still in the parts of the 
forum open also to those who are not (yet?) 
members of the LUG.

Swebrick and cooperation

We get many requests for participation 
in various events. Worth noting is that we 

need a relatively long-term planning to be 
able to participate. Most builders on the 
forum are amateurs who do this in their 
spare time and the few professional Lego 
builders have many other commissions.

All models on our exhibitions are the 
members’ own, and on our meet-ups we 
build with our own and other members’ 
Lego. Th e LUG does therefore not have a 
“sea of Lego” to loan or let out. All events 
we agree to participate in is on the condi-
tions of the members.

If you have a great idea on what we as 
a Lego association can do, please ask! But 
please also remember that we fi rst and fore-
most are doing this for our own enjoyment 
on our spare time.

To get a glimpse of the previous acti-
vities Swebrick have participated in or 
arranged, check out the reports on the 
forum from our previous meet-ups and 
exhibitions.

Best regards, Anders Horvath (Anders67), 
chairman of Swebrick.

Community
Chairman: Anders Horvath, Anders67
Secretary: Robin Nilsson, robinnilsson403
Treasurer: Andreas Engelmartin, AndreasE
Vice Chairman: Andreas Kvant, Kwagge
Media Manager: Malin Kylinger, Bluebuilder
Alternate: Emma Farm, Emma
Deputy: Mattias Hjelmgren, ColA

Forum
Administrators: andli, ozp
Global moderators: Myko, Nextuz, Peter S, 
Copmike

Information
A membership in the association Swebrick 
costs SEK 150 per year by 2020. In 2021, the 
fee will increase to SEK 200. Participating in the 
forum is free.
Contact us at:
info@swebrick.se
www.swebrick.se

Information and application for membership in 
the association:
swebrick.se/index.php?topic=1428.0

www.instagram.com/swebrick_offi  cial
www.fl ickr.com/groups/swebrick/
sv-se.facebook.com/swebrick/
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LEGO® is a trademark of The LEGO Group 
that do not sponsor, endorse or support this 
publication.

Photos used with permission. ©2020 The LEGO 
Group.
The company Lego wants you to write ”LEGO” 
but here we follow Swedish writing rules and 
write ”Lego” in running text.

Other images belong to the builder unless 
there is a specifi c photographer.

Cover: Aukbricks
https://www.fl ickr.com/photos/aukbricks/
Magazine editor: shiftaltcmd
Centrefold photo: Jonas Wide och Mikael 
Montelius

All links in this pdf can be clicked. Some links to 
Swebrick’s forums require registration which is 
free. If you have a paper newspaper, use the qr 
code or the link below and you will have access 
to all links. www.swebrick.se/infoblad 
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and forum user.
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 18 Bygga, modda, moca
 20  LEGO Digital Designer. Kom 
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 37 0Ogers byggutmaning

 38  Gemensamma byggen 
i världsklass

47  Köpa, sälja, samla men akta 
dig för piratkopior

 50  LEGO House och Master-
piece Gallery

 52 Från idé till utställning
 54 LEGO spel
 55 LEGO Masters
 58 Utställningen i Borlänge
 60 LEGO World Stockholm
 62  Swebrick styrelse och 

kontakt personer
 64 Om LEGO som företag
 66  Ordlistan, vad är en Lurp 

och vad står förkortningarna 
POOP, LSB och NPU för?

 68 Sista sidan

Möt byggaren
I år börjar vi med sidor där bygg-
arna själva får berätta om sitt 
skapande. 
Namn på forumet i kursiv stil.
 17  Sarah Beyer

Betweenbrickwalls
30 Malin Kylinger, Bluebuilder
 46 Eva Svartkrut, Svartkrut
 53 Stefan Eriksson, bystfn
 56 Alida Fröyen, Alida
 57 Jonathan Clarmo, Clarmo

Th e content

The furniture group that 
belongs to the Blockoko buil-
ding. Alida’s fantastic building 
in Rococo style. Page 56.
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2019 a 10-year anniversary

At about 21 years old, I stepped out of my ”dark 

age”. It all started when I bought a technicbil 8448, 

this after getting a permanent job. Because I had 

a steady job, the collection, as we all know, began 

to derail.

Over time, it became more and more Lego. 
In those cranks I also started to connect to 
the internet, I saw that more adults were 
interested in Lego, but only from abro-
ad. On a later occasion, however, I dived 
on LUGnet (Lego user group network). 
Unfortunately, this was extremely dif-
fi cult to manage as they used the older 
kind of newsgroups / email systems to 
post. However, I continued to follow some 
groups at LUGnet and in the autumn of 
2008, Lego was looking for volunteers who 
could participate in the number of science 
centers in the Nordic countries, and hold 
an event called the children’s future day. 
When one of the science centers was the 
Future Museum in Borlänge, I volunte-
ered for Copmike, which held a gathering 
of interested people. Th is was during two 
weekends in October, a total of four days.

On the third day, a representative from 
Lego came, named Camille Torpe, who I 

came to talk to about Swedish Lego ent-
husiasts, and what a gathering place there 
was for us. And in principle there was only 
LUGnet.

I went home with the information 
from Camilla, talked to Copmike and he 
said that Lego asked for this. He also said 
he does not have the time or knowledge, I 
announced that I can try.

One of the basic ideas about the forum 
was that everything should be in Swedish 
and that the forum should be open to 
the outside world, ie you should not have 
to register as a member to be able to see 
pictures or other information, registration 
would only be needed to create and com-
ment on posts .

Th en a test forum was created at Binero.
se, tested with slightly diff erent soft ware, 
stuck to what we use today. Th ought out 
a suitable name. In part, it would con-
tain Lego, but without the name Lego (!), 
Which then becomes a piece / block. And it 
must also represent Sweden.

But why not think big right away? No 
international will understand the ”Swedish 
block forum”, and the ”swedenbrick forum” 
is too far. But an abbreviation of sweden is 

swe. And there we have it, SweBrick. And 
thus Swebrick is born.

Together with Copmike, the look and 
function of the forum was tested. And on 
January 13, 2009, a link was added along 
with a comment on the ”Lego blog”. And 
then Swebrick’s ball was rolling.

A foundation was laid… BUT it is you 
members who made Swebrick fl ourish, 
got Swebrick mentioned in both the local 
press, Swedish TV, international newspa-
pers and websites.

You have shown what Swebrick can 
achieve by holding meetings, lectures and 
large exhibitions, exhibitions that have att-
racted thousands of people.

You have also given me friends for life, 
and for this I am eternally grateful to you.

I can look back with a smile and great 
pride on the 10 years that have passed.

Th anks for everything!
And a big congratulations and a four-

fold hurray to our forum.
Hurray! Hurray! Hurray! Hooray !!!

Mats Tinnerholm (nextuz) , grundare av Swebrick

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Guest, forum user or 
community member?
As a guest, you can read a lot but not everything. We try to be as open as possible. Most of our 

”talk” is done here.

We do not want to be a buy & sell place for Lego. Th e members who want to 
buy Lego already have a good view of Tradera and Blocket. If you want to sell 
Lego, do that. ”Buy, sell and exchange” on the forum is intended for member 
to member.

As a forum user

Should you have turned 18 years old. You can write posts and participate in 
most of what we do. You will then have access to the threads for forums and 
associations. Th ere is an invitation to meetings, it can be a lunch in Linkö-
ping or an exhibition in Skelleft eå. Larger meetings such as our annual major 
exhibition and annual meeting.

Major community constructions, CB Community Builds, are also discus-
sed here. Th e larger buildings that you may have seen in one of our exhibi-
tions are mostly created through collaboration.

Or if you just want to talk to your friends. As one member put it, ”come 
for the Lego pieces, stay for the community.”

As an community member

Should you have turned 18 years old. As an association member you get 
access to: the VIP lounge (internal information about the association, invita-
tion to meetings with the Scandinavian associations. Sometimes we receive 
invitations from Lego for example a theme night in Lego House, help with 
feedback or to test a new product. We also has a chat on Discord open to all 
members.

Th e Afol days at the Lego store, three or four times a year, the Lego asso-
ciations are invited to the offi  cial Lego Store. A small discount is given but 
mostly it is an opportunity to meet other like-minded people. In Stockholm, 
it is usually combined with a brunch or dinner and talk about our hobby. 
Coordination of travel and accommodation to Lego World, Skærbæk Fan 
Weekend and more.

Unoffi  cially, some members use the ”Swebrick Express”. Post a question 
about someone in your vicinity to travel and have the opportunity to help 
with shipping. Usually very slow but free.

Opportunity to participate in lugbulk. Lugbulk is an opportunity for the 
Lego associations to buy a small amount of loose pieces directly from Lego 
once a year.

Access to the Buy, Sell and Exchange section. But above all, you can par-
ticipate in our Christmas gift  exchange. As an adult Lego enthusiast, it is not 
certain that everyone will get a hard rattling Christmas present.

Not for everyone

Th ere are a few smaller parts that only a few see, mostly diff erent projects 
such as the large annual exhibition, planning of competitions and more.

Th e board and the forum’s administrators have a small part that has the 
working name Bakgården. And then there is Skrotgården, projects that never 
got off , incorrect posts in the forum and so on.
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}
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Backyard, trash...
Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Swebrick history
The forum was founded by Mats “Nextuz” 
Tinnerholm, and the fi rst offi  cial link to www.
swebrick.se was posted January 13, 2009.

In February 2009 there were 32 members, in 
October there were 100 members.

7 of November Swebrick was founded 
during a event in Fagersta. Fagersta is still 
Swebricks registred city.  Tommy Larsson was 
our fi rst chaiman of the board.

During 2017 our exhibition 
broke visiting records, twice. 
First in Uppsala Consert & Con-
gress with over 11 000 visitors, 
and then later in Linköping, at 
the Air Defence museum with 
more than 13 000 visitors.
Anders Nilsson (Record), 
chariman.

Exhibition and annual meeting in Halmstad. 
We fi ll the library so doormen are called in. The 
queue is long and unfortunately not everyone 
has time before we have to close the exhibition.

The joint construction of the ”post-apoca-
lypse” is receiving great international attention.

The associations from Sweden, Norway 
(Brikkelauget) and Denmark (Byggepladen) 
meet in Give and Billund to socialize and 
exchange experiences.

A workshop is held in Sundsvall, we test ani-
mation, lighting, Lego Digital Designer, image 
processing and more. But most of the time we 
talk and hang out.

Anders Nilsson, Record, Chairman.

2015 and the yearly event is on Gotland and 
the medeival city Visby and for the fi rst time 
in spring to combine event and the boardme-
eting.. Previously, the annual meetings were 
held via Skype. The association’s third trip to 
Billund.

November 2010 we had grown to 300 mem-
bers.

In November 2010 Swebrick got its fi rst 
Lego ambassador, Ras74. Before that Copmi-
ke was ambassador for both Eurobricks and 
Swebrick. 

January 1, 2018 we were 3103 members on the 
forum, 441 during 2017. 342 were paying the 
membership fee to the LUG. Huskvarna Folkets 
hus is host for exhibition and the yearly board 
meeting. This year Swebrick is also host of the 
scandinavian RLUG event, we are at Gullbranna 
conference center near Halmstad.

We arrange a christmas display in the 
window of the most busiest city street corner 
in Stockholm. Mikael Sjöstedt (Copmike) 
chairman.

aan 13 000 visitors.
Nilsson (Record), 
n.

The time before Swebrick
1998 LUGNET started Lego User Group 
Network, and eventually some swedes 
found it. There where some more or less 
successful etempts to start a lug, SweLug 
2001. In 2008 Mikael Sjöstedt ”Copmike” 
Mats Tinnerholm ”nextuz” came together 
with Lego and the idéa to Swebrick was 
born.

2009 2010

20152016

2018

2017

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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In 2014, two of Swebrick’s joint builds, Com-
munity builds, had the honor of exhibiting at 
Lego World in Copenhagen. Tiefi ghter hangar 
and the medieval world. See the pages about 
common constructions.

The annual exhibition is now moving to 
Uppsala. It is sometimes so full of visitors that 
Record has to stand on the stage and ask 
people to rotate.

Members from Swebrick are commissioned 
by Lego to build a model of Åhlénshuset in 
Stockholm. You can still see it at Åhléns.

Anders Nilsson, Record, Chairman.

The Swebrick board and a number of communi-
ty members make an offi  cial visit to Billund and 
the LEGO offi  ce.

2011 is Swebricks fi rst LUGBULK. In August 
2011 we passed the 500 member milestone.

Torbjörn Kristiansson (Etzel), chaiman.

We celebrate 10 years in Borlänge with cake 
and an anniversary set.

Lego World is coming to Sweden for the fi rst 
time. The coffi  n fair in Stockholm and Swebrick 
are responsible for the part with home-made 
constructions.

Mikael Sjöstedt, Copmike, chairman.

The fi rst major gathering and exhibition was 
held in Gothenburg in 2012. The association 
developed its own small set, a tram.
November 2012 we were 900 forum users.
Mikael Johansson, mechamike, chairman.

In 2020, we would have been in Hässleholm at 
the model railway museum, it will instead be 
postponed to 2021 due to the corona virus.

During the spring, several members partici-
pated in the recording of Lego Masters Sweden. 
It will be exciting to see the results this autumn.

Today we are just over 3000 registered 
users on the forum, but of course many have 
disappeared over the years. Members of the 
association have been fairly stable in recent 
years, a little over 300.

Anders Horvath, Anders67, chairman.

Future
Yes who knows what will happen 
in the future. In any case, it will be 
exciting.

We are approaching 4,000 
forum users and now have more 
than 60 million page views, about 
16,000 per day.

Our second major 
event is held at the 
Museum of Work in 
Norrköping. Again 
it will be a tram but 
now yellow.

The association 
makes its second trip 
to Billund and Lego.

Mikael Johans-
son, mechamike, 
chairman.

2011 2012

2013

2014

2019 2020

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Every year Swebrick holds a major exhibition. In 

recent years, it has been spring. This year we had 

to cancel due to the Corona virus. See you in 2021 in 

Hässleholm.

We try to vary where the big exhibition 
should be. So far we have not been to the 
same place twice.

At the big exhibition, swebrickers 
come from all over the country. We try to 
avoid exhibiting offi  cial contract models, 
we invest in our own construction so-cal-
led moc, my own creation.

Local exhibitions

Smaller local exhibitions are held around 
the country. Sometimes arranged by 
Swebrick sometimes by someone else but 
with participants from Swebrick.

Take a look at swebrick.se and you will 
see if something is going on in your vicini-
ty. Especially around the school holidays, 
there are usually activities.

At https://lan.lego.com/events/ you can 
see what’s going on around the world.

Larger and smaller exhibitions have been 
made all over Sweden; Hässleholm, Äng-
elholm, Göteborg, Visby, Uppsala, Stock-
holm, Sundsvall, Skelleft eå ....

Workshops

Is relatively new to us. In May 2016, we 
had our fi rst major joint workshop in 
Sundsvall. No exhibition, just sociali-
zing and learning from each other. Th en 
we had time with Lego Digital Designer, 
animation, LED lighting, some lighting 
and photography in the photo studio, 
image processing and looking at diff erent 
constructions and solutions.

In November 2016, Swebrick met 
together with the sister associations from 
Norway and Denmark in Billund and 
Give for a similar weekend. Th en those 
who wanted to also went on a factory trip 
to Lego and visit Legoland. In 2018, it was 
time again for a Scandinavian meeting in 
Halmstad.

In 2020, we would have met in Norway, 
but now we are postponing until 2021.

Exhitibitions and meet-ups

Visby 
water 
tower by 
Copmike

See you in 2021. Keep an eye out for dates.
The same place, the model railway museum in Hässleholm.

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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AFOL and LUG
Adult Fan Of Lego, an adult lego-enthusi-

ast. Many like to pronounce it as a fool or 

awful. LUG stands for Lego User Group.

Internet has made it easier to collect 
people with odd interests. In each town 
there might be one or just a few, but over an 
entire region or country there can be a lot.

Why associations for adults? Th ere’s 
certainly multiple reasons. “Th e only diff e-
rence between men and boys is the price of 
their toys”, Paul Geraldy.

In the past, adults weren’t visible in 
the sales. Nowadays they make up 10 of 
them. Every year, Lego makes larger, more 
detailed exclusive sets aimed for an adult 
audience. Th ey have made a small group, 
AFOL Engagement, with a special focus 
on LUGs and AFOLs. Swebrick has a Lego 
ambassador who works as a direct contact 
between Swebrick and AFOL Engagement.

For example, Swebrick built the model 
of the Åhlens department store at the 
request of AFOL Engagement. It is also 
through them Swebrick buys parts directly 
from Lego for our exhibition models, like 
this Yellow peril.

The Dark Age

Many enter the so called dark age some-
time in the teens as one no longer builds 
or plays with Lego. When one leaves this 
period varies, some do it as early as when 
they graduate high school, and some when 
they get kids.

In some countries, adults and kids can 
not share internet forums. Th is, combi-
ned with the dark age, has made the Lego 
community more divided than say, athletic 
clubs.

Lego User Group, LUG

FLUGs work diff erently across the globe. 
Some are nationwide like Swebrick and our 
norwegian, danish and fi nnish colleagues. 
In the US they are oft en organized by state 
or city. A few LUGs spans across multiple 
countries. Others have special interests like 
trains, technic or mindstorms.

Swebrick is organized as a traditional 
swedish non-profi t organization with a 
board, statutes, and annual meetings. Other 
LUGs can be organized in other ways.
 In 2017 Lego introduced the term 
Recognized. An RLUG is therefore a Lego 
organization that has been recognized by 

the company Lego. As an acknowledged 
organization we can participate in certain 
activities and sometimes buy Lego parts for 
a good price. 
 Other variants are RLFM, Regis-
tered LUG Fan Media, and RLOC, Recog-
nized Lego Online Community.

The Members of Swebrick

For those who are members on the forums, 
there is a thread with interviews of the 
members. Th ey give an insight in how oth-
ers think, builds, collects, sorts, store etc.

Pingu av Jalex

Secret Santa
For three years in a row there have been a secret 

santa organized. Hopefully, the tradition will 

continue. 

Th e rules are simple:
• Value of AT LEAST 150 SEK (17 USD). 

It can obviously be higher than that, but 
don’t expect that in your own present.

• Offi  cial miscellaneous products licensed 
by Lego is OK. Books with Lego-con-
tent is also OK.

• A MOC with your own instructions. 
Th e pieces have to be of high quality 
and not some scratched or used ones 
you want to get rid of.

• Lego-box directly from the store (or the 
collection). Maybe not a polybag that 
happens to be valued at exactly 150 SEK 
on bricklink, go with current market 
price instead.

The drawing of the lots, who will give their present to who, is done around the fi rst sunday of 
advent. Here is byStfn with an assistant who draws 2017’s lots.

It’s like 
a box of 

chocolates. 
You never 

know what 
you’re 

gonna get.
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Inspiration, ideas and tips
Today a lot of books are published, but not just offi  cial 

books. There are books for almost every taste and level. As 

the target group is somewhat limited, your local bookshop 

may not have what you’re looking for, try an internet 

bookshop instead.

What started as a smaller fanzines have today 
grown fairly large.

In the summer of 2014 came the fi rst issue 
of Blocks. Th at was really the next step in the 
evolution with better pictures and design and 
they have found diff erent specialists in diff erent 
areas. It is possible to subscribe or buy sing-
le copies. You might be able to fi nd the Blocks 
magazine in well-sorted magazine store.

Brickjournal is one of the oldest. It started as 
a fanzine but have evolved into a  magazine sold 
for money.

Railbricks was published a couple of times 
per year in the form of a PDF that was free to 
download. It has been some time since the last 
issue since they had problem to get volunteers 
to work on it, but old issues can still be down-
loaded.

Hispabrick is published by Spanish Lego ent-
husiasts both in a Spanish and an English ver-
sion. Also Hispabrick is published as a free PDF.

Websites

Internet is fantastic for connecting people with 
special interests. Th ere are a lot of forums and 
blogs with a Lego theme. On Youtube a great 
amount of videos related to Lego can be found, 
e.g. reviews, how to, stop-motion etc. Flickr is 
a popular channel to publish creations among 
Lego builders. In Sweden we have of course 
Swebrick but also our neighbouring countries 
have the equivalent associations and forums. 
Internationally there is Eurobricks that, despite 
the name, connects Lego fans from all over the 
world.

Blogs

Th e Brothers Brick may be the biggest blog. 
Th ey mostly write about MOC:s, My Own Cre-
ations. Many fi nd it a great honor to be featured.

Th e Brick Fan mostly writes about new sets 
and other offi  cial news.

Swedish blogs

www.byggbiten.net
www.bricksway.com

English blogs

www.brothers-brick.com
www.thebrickfan.com
www.archbrick.com
www.fbtb.net (Star Wars)
www.classic-space.com
www.classic-castle.com
www.bzpower.com (Bionicle)
www.brickset.com
bricknerd.com
brickfanatics.co.uk
friendsbricks.blogspot.se
thebrickcollectors.com
thebrickblogger.com
toysnbricks.com
modelbuildingsecrets.com
www.neoape.com
www.brickpicker.com
brickimedia.org
bricksonthedollar.wordpress.com
www.brickshelf.com
www.newelementary.com
brickmodelrailroader.com

Magazines

www.brickjournal.com
www.hispabrickmagazine.com/en
www.blocksmag.com

Offi  ciel Lego blogs

ceeteamblog.com
rebrick.lego.com
ideas.lego.com
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The brief history of LEGO
The LEGO company is still owned by the same fami-

ly of Kirk Kristiansen that founded the company in 

the 30s. Here is a brief history of the company and 

the family since the 19th century up until today.

1891 Ole Kirk Kristiansen, the founder of 
Lego, is born.

1932 Th e carpenter Ole starts producing 
wooden toys.

1946 Ole orders the fi rst machine for plastic 
casting.

1949 Th e fi rst ”Lego bricks”, Automatic Bin-
ding Bricks with inspiration from Kid-
dicraft s Self-locking bricks.

1953 Th e building bricks are renamed to 
Lego Mursten (Lego Brick)

1955 Th e son Godtfred creates the ”system”. 
Th e Lego system are still the foundation 
that is still in use by the modern bricks. 
    Vehicles and trees are produced in 
the OH scale (same as many model 
railways)

1958 Ole passes away. Th e Lego bricks gets 
the style they have today. ”Th e pipes” 
inside the bricks are added to increase 
the ability to hold the bricks together, 
”clutch power”.

1960 Th e wooden toy factory is rava-
ged by fi re and a decision is 
made to only work with plastic.
     Godtfred has bought out his broth-
ers and is sole owner of Lego.

1961 Th e Billund airport is built with Lego 
as the biggest sponsor.

1962 Th e wheel is ”invented”
1963 ABS plastic starts to replace cellulo-

se acetate used until now. Both types 
exists side by side for a couple of years. 
    Modulex are introduced and trans-
ferred into a new company two years 
later.

1966 Th e fi rst Lego train
1968 Legoland opens up
1969 Duplo, big bricks for small fi ngers.
1970 Th e predecessor of Technic, with the 

big colourful cog wheel
1971 Homemaker is introduced.
1977 Th e modern Technic is launched.
1978 Th e production of minifi gures starts. 

Th e products are divided into themes 
such as Town, Castle, Space etc..

1979 Kjeld, the son of Godtfred, takes 
over as CEO as the third generation.
   Fabuland is introduced.

1980 Lego education is started.

1984 A collaboration with MIT is started. 
Th is will later result in the Mindstorms.

1986 Th e Technic fi gure is released.
1989 In the pirate theme the fi rst minifi gu-

res with diff erent facial expressions and 
new body parts, like wooden leg and 
pirate hook, are released.

1994 New themes as Belville, Western, Aqu-
azone, Timetravels and Sports starts to 
be introduced.

1995 Godtfred passes away.
1996 Lego.com is created.
1997 Th e fi rst digital lego game, Lego 

Islands, is released for Windows.
1999 Th e fi rst licensed theme, Star Wars. 

At the same time the fi rst non-round 
minifi gure head is created for Jar Jar 
Binks.

2002 Th e fi rst Lego brand store opens up in 
Köln.

2004 Kjeld hands over to the new CEO 
Jørgen Vig Knudstorp. Th e fi rst 
CEO outside the Kristiansen family. 
    Th e fi rst minifi gure with real skin 
tone like Kobe Bryant in NBA or Lando 
Calrissian in Star Wars.

2005 70 of Legoland is sold to Merlin who 
takes over the management.

2007 Kjeld buys his sister Gunhild’s part 
of the company. Gunhild starts Kirk 
Kapital that is not involved with Lego. 
Th e son of Kjeld, Th omas starts in the 
company.

2012 Lego Friends is introduced together 
with the new mini doll.

2014 Lego becomes the biggest toy maker 
in the world. Kjeld is the richest person 
in Denmark.

2016 Th omas is assigned to replace Kjeld 
and will become the fourth generation.

2017 Bali Padda is temporarily assigned as 
CEO. Th e fi rst CEO of Lego not from 
Denmark, Bali is english but born in 
India. Niels B Christiansen (not rela-
ted) becomes CEO. Lego house is ope-
ned.

2018 Th e Lego brick turns 60 years. Lego-
land 50 years and the minifi gure 40 
years.

2019 Lego buy back the Lego-land parks. 
Lego also buy Bricklink.

1951, three generations. Ole Kirk, the founder of 
Lego turns 60 years, here with his son Godtfred

and a young Kjeld. 2017 Kjeld turned 70 years 
and Swebrick took part in the congratulations.

From left: Søren Thorup Sørensen CEO for 
Kirkbi that owns 75% of Lego.
Thomas Kirk Kristiansen, Kjeld’s son and the 
fourth generation, that has taken over many of 
Kjeld’s assignments.
Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen, the owner and CEO 
1979-2004
Jørgen Vig Knudstorp who took over as the 
CEO of Lego 20014 and saved the company. 
Today he works behind the scene.

CEO Niels B. Christiansen, not related to the 
Kirk Kristiansen family.
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Build of the Month

Etzel, October  2019

This building started from two wishes. I wanted 
to build a house with a rounded wing (inspired 
by a house where my wife used to live). And 
I wanted to use the white windows in black 
frames to get a nice wall eff ect as in some older 
English houses. The rest of the building was 

simply developed from that starting point. It 
was built between Christmas 2018 and New 
Year 2019. Unfortunately, I never did the decor.

Jean-Noël Monette, janho, March 2019

”Time fell asleep in the afternoon 
breeze”
It was above all a feeling I wanted to capture 
in this building. A fl oating, dreamy feeling of 
weightlessness, timelessness and total free-
dom. Like nothing, nothing matters at all right 
now. As if time has actually stopped. Freedom 
from worries, or as in my case, freedom from 
pain. I built the butterfl y to add to the dreamy, 
the absurd. So that no one would miss that we 
are in a daydream.

  Digital building. I build everything 
between heaven and earth, both digitally and 
in real bricks. On my instagram _hemmawid_ 
you will fi nd more constructions. ”

Emma Widmark, Hemmawid, May 2019

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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on Swebricks forum
The house is in the nicer neighborhoods of 
my town, where they can aff ord to eat lobster 
for lunch. I wanted to do something with my 
dark green pieces with a notch in the middle. 
Towards the short ends of the house they 
stand facing each other with a light gray pillar 
in between. Round balconies on the corner 
is an idea I had for a while and the windows 
from Brick Bank fi t well in terms of color. The 
roof took the longest time to get to, especially 
where the two sides meet. The idea is that it 
should look like a metal roof with a double chin 
drop and narrow panels.

Jörgen Fagerlund, Nybohov Creation Ltd, January 2019

Turtle Island
I was inspired by the new baby turtles from Friends. So I wanted to build 
a tropical island where the sea turtles’ eggs hatch. It also became a for-

gotten pirate treasure (diffi  cult to see it in the picture).

Linnea Abrahamsson, Linnea, augusti 2019

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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The building is inspired by a drawing by Simon 
Stålenhag, whose work often depicts an alter-
native 80s fi lled with robots and dinosaurs. The 
challenge for me was to get the right shapes 

on the ice cream truck, because this required 
many attempts. The construction has been 
very much appreciated at the exhibitions I 
have had it with, where you can hear things 

like: ”WOW, dinosaurs AND ice cream truck, my 
two favorites!”. Hard to argue against.

Mats Sjövall, Mattrix, april 2019

Likes the Technic build with features. Likes 
building things that fl y.

Mikael Bertilsson, Mortil, september  2019

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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The steampunk-style airship fi ts in with the common construction 
on page 42.

Zilmrud, June  2019

Curves and sweeping lines are diffi  cult to achieve in Lego.
This is how Kwagge built it. 

Kwagge, July 2019.

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Uhura’s Communication Center
Communication Offi  cer Uhura handles com-
munication and translation of extraterrestrial 
languages at Enterprise. To help her, she has a 
wireless earphone, computer disks with players 
and a control panel.

The TV series Star Trek was fi lmed in the 
late 60’s and showed what the spaceships were 
thought to look like 300 years later. Wireless 
earbuds and data counters are already available 
today. Large illuminated buttons in many 
colors, however, do not see yet, it may come - in 
the future.

Godtfred, December  2019

Here I took the liberty of mixing animals and 
plants completely recklessly. A free interpreta-
tion of a jungle river that started with me liking 
the fl amingo a little too much. And for once, it 
had to be with fi gures. I was very pleased with 
this construction so that others like it and that 
it became the moc of the month is great fun.

Martin Sjöberg, Bokeslundsparken, 
Nowember 2019

The Rc locomotive is one of our most famous 
locomotives and SJ’s workhorse for many 
years. With its simple characteristic shape and 
2-axle bogies, it is quite ”grateful” to build 
models from in Lego. This version is 8 wide and 
34 bounces (knobs) long and equipped with 
Power Functions train motor, large battery 
box and IR receiver. The choice of the color 
Sandblue is due to the fact that key elements 
for the design, such as windows, knurled pieces 
and curved pieces for the front, are available in 
just that shade.

Selander, February  2019

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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“Modern architecture. That’s probably what most people in 

Swebrick think of when they hear the name or my nickname 

Betweenbrickwalls. Since 2016, I have built around 25 self-de-

signed LEGO houses with strong inspiration from modernism. 

Most often, it has been more or less spectacular homes in 

diff erent natural environments with rocks, desert, sea or jungle.

I like to use realistic colors to, as far as possible, 
make the viewer see a model of a real house and 
not a LEGO house. Th is also applies to the interior, 
which I usually photograph from a minifi gure per-
spective. Th e minifi gures are never present during 
the photo shoot, but still leave traces of life behind, 
such as a bottled bath, an rigged fi shing rod or a cup 
of tea. In this way, the home comes alive without the 
minifi gures being visible.

Right now I am in a ”curvy period” and expe-
rimenting with hinges (hinges), SNOT technology 
(Studs Not On Top) and the like to create round 
house bodies. LEGO is traditionally quite square, so 
it’s exciting to break off  with curves.

Lately, I have been fl oating out more and more 
in other building genres and have created slightly 
larger fi gures, animals and a space station. For some 
reason, however, I always return to modern archi-
tecture and that will probably always be the case.

My builds can be seen on Instagram (@between-
brickwalls) where I post almost daily, but also on 
Flickr under the same username.

Sarah Beyer (Betweenbrickwalls)

Sarah Beyer, Betweenbrickwalls
Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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The purpose of Lego is to be built and that is what we do for the 

most. But sometimes you also have to collect and sort.

You can divide the building into diff erent categories. 
Following offi  cial instructions, where almost every-
body starts.

Now you can also fi nd many own, unoffi  cial, 
instructions. Swebrick has its own subforum for 
that.

Th e next step is to ”mod”, from modify. You start 
with an existing model and add and change.

Th e last step is when you build without anyone 
else’s instructions, MOC, My Own Creation.

Themes

Some like to build from Lego’s offi  cial themes like 
City, Star Wars or Friends, while others build from 
their own themes.

E.g. Community Builds where we build together. 
It is hard to build something that big on your own so 
we try to build together instead.

Medieval, railway, city, tower block and doll 
house. Right now we talk about building a forest, a 
new city and the rebels’ attack on the death star.

With GBC, Great Ball Contraption, you create a 
fantastic gadget that transport balls. Also here you 
can build together by placing the machines aft er 
each other.

Th ere is something for everybody, big, small, 
realistic, fantasy, technical, city, future, present time, 
past time...

Scale

You can build in diff erent scales. In the 70s and 80s 
many cars were four studs wide. Today most cars are 
6 (studs) wide or even some that are 8-wide. With 
bigger scale you, of course, can fi t more details.

Th e common scales are micro, mini and Lego-
land scale. Micro scale can be really small as e.g. 
Swebricks Micropolis, it is so small that no minifi -
gures fi t.

Mini scale is simply built to fi t the normal mini-
fi gures and Legoland scale is bigger and the fi gures 
are brick built.

Style

For city builders two diff erent styles has evolved. 
Th e traditional city and the modular line. Th e 
modular houses are sometimes called CC, aft er the 
fi rst modular house that Lego made in 2007, Café 
Corner. Now Lego releases one new CC house every 
year.

It is fun when a new style or theme pops up, like 
Cube Dudes or Brickheadz.

Mechs (mechanical robots) or steam punk 

(steam engine powered mechanic instead of com-
puters and combustion engines) are other popular 
themes among Lego builders.

Evolve as a builder

A good way to learn diff erent building techniques 
is to study what others have done. On the Swebrick 
forum we both give and take feedback and most 
times in good spirit.

Th e offi  cial instructions from Lego. Today’s 
instructions are not very demanding, few pieces in 
every step but you learn techniques useful in your 
own builds later.

Some of the more popular threads on the 
Swebrick forum are, vig threads, from vignettes, 
a small build. Th e most popular are the guessing 
game where you should build a scene from a book, 
fi lm, theater or series. Th e one that gives the correct 
answer gets to build the next.

Creator

Th e creator sets can be built in diff erent variants and 
are supposed to be more creative. But you have to 
be careful when you build and sometimes maybe 
stop to refl ect and not just follow the instructions 
slavishly.

Many recommend the big houses where the 
price per piece oft en is benefi cial and the houses 
oft en contain more details and interesting building 
techniques.

Build, mod and moc

Two vehicles that both are 4-wide. A big diff erence is 
that in today’s car you can fi t a minifi gure.

A ”mod”, modifi ed version of the 
original VW from Lego

A module in microscale by Sirre
Mer from Sirre: fl ickr.com/photos/
sirre87/8172781533/

Swebricks micropolis. 
goo.gl/IxbBFw

MOCs by Magnus the Great.
More from Magnus:
fl ickr.com/photos/magnusthegreat/
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Master Builder Academy

Master Builder Academy is a more advanced ”Crea-
tor” but is not available in Sweden yet, so it has to be 
imported from e.g. USA.

Mixels

Another series of imaginative and creative models 
are Mixels. Th ey are found on the lower price range 
below 10 euros that are perfect for impulse purchas-
es and cheap gift s.

Mixels are nice as the thought is to mix, rebuild 
and make up. Th e sets contain many bricks for 
SNOT builds, Studs Not On Top, joints etc.

Lego Digital Designer

LDD is a tool developed by Lego to be able to build 
digitally on the computer. It is available both for 
Mac and Windows.

LDD can be of great help for bigger projects 
when the build contains many repetitions, but also 
for smaller projects if you don’t own that many 
bricks.

When you are done building you can extract a 
list of which bricks are needed and in what quanti-
ties. LDD can also do a step by step instruction.

If you don’t like to build on a computer it is com-
mon to build with what you have without thinking 
of the colours, so called rainbow build or guerrilla 
build.
When you are satisfi ed you can order the bricks 
needed in the correct colour.

Alternatives for LDD

Bricklink has during 2016 started creating a soft wa-
re called Stud.io. Th e thought is that aft er you have 
built your model it should be easy to create a shop-
ping list

and see which bricklink stores that have the pie-
ces that you need.

Some prefer LDraw since it contains bricks that 
is no longer in production. Bricksmith is a soft ware 
for Mac that uses the LDraw library.

With Povray or Bluerender you can make a ren-
der, a digital photo, of your model.

Purism and to build legally

To do a lego build is to build according to the ”Lego 
system”, e.g. if the bricks need to be connected all the 
way or if you can just connect them partly.

For Lego this is very important. A car should 
stick together and you should be able to play with 
it. At the same time the roof should be easy to take 
off  and put back.

An AFOL who builds for an exhibition does not 
have to think about this. Th e car should only be loo-
ked at and it does not matter if it breaks aft er just fi ve 
seconds of play. Th e looks is more important than 
the function.

Purism is a closely related subject that is discus-
sed from time to time. How ”orthodox” you can/
may be allowed to build there is almost as many opi-
nions as there are lego enthusiasts. It varies among 
AFOLs how one relate to e.g. use of other building 
bricks not made by Lego, use of home made stickers, 
painting the bricks or modifying them in any other 
way.

Th e most important it to have fun. Th e 
word-splitting can be saved for later.

Lego Digital Designer.

Offi  cial building instructions:

service.lego.com/sv-se/building-
instructions

The Swebrick member Bohman 
have created a nice search engine 
that scans several websites for 
building instructions.
swooshable.com/buildingschool/
offi  cial-lego-instructions

Swebrick building instructions

goo.gl/OyxHVZ

Other building instructions

www.eurobricks.com/forum/
index.php?showtopic=41226
www.brickset.com/instructions
www.peeron.com/scans
www.brickfactory.info
www.bricklink.com
www.brickowl.com
lego.brickinstructions.com
letsbuilditagain.com

Lego Digital Designer:

ldd.lego.com 

Stud.io from Bricklink:

studio.bricklink.com/v2/build/
studio.page

Rebrick: rebrick.lego.com

LDraw: www.ldraw.org 
bricksmith.sourceforge.net

Lego unit converter: studs.sariel.pl
Wheels: wheels.sariel.pl
Gears: gears.sariel.pl 

Building tips from designers at 
Lego: Youtube Who has designed 
what set
brickset.com/bricklists/featuredAFOL purist scale by Anders Horvath
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LDD is the most popular tool for digital builds on the 

computer. It is foremost easy to handle. There are 

more advanced CAD-like programs but they aren’t as 

popular yet.

Th ere are several reasons to build virtu-
ally. Th e number one reason is to fi nd out 
what and how many bricks that are needed.

If you aren’t as rich as Scrooge McDuck, 
money will always be a problem. With 
LDD you can build as big as you like. With 
Bluerender and especially Povray the pictu-
res can be very realistic.

You can also create simple instructions. 
Th at has helped a lot for those who parti-
cipate in collaborative builds, CB Commu-
nity Builds.

The Program Has Three Modes

Standard, Extended and Mindstorms. 
With Mindstorms you build with robots, 
but the programming of the robots are 
done in another soft ware.

Standard mode should include only the 
bricks that actually exists. With extended 
mode the bricks can be given any of the 
Lego colours. Th at is good if you just want 
to do a rendering of your build, but not 
if you want to build your creation in real 
bricks and fi nd out that one brick do not 
exist in that colour. In practice the standard 
mode is not in sync with reality as the pro-
gram is not updated as new bricks becomes 
available.

Digital Pictures

In View mode you can do simple pictu-
res to save or share. You can also have your 
model explode, but do not worry. It is put 
together again, but in slow motion.

With Bluerender and Povray you can 
get more realistic looking pictures. Blue-
render is simpler to handle and fast. Povray 
is harder and slower but the result is also 
better.

To use Povray you need to convert, redo 
and adapt the lxf-fi le with the tool LDD to 
Povray. 

Instructions

LDD has a fairly good built-in tool to make 
instructions. Either you use LDD to show a 
step-by-step instruction or you can create 
a webpage that can be viewed in a browser.
Some are not completely happy and chose 

to do their own instructions. Start with the 
complete model and remove an appropri-
ate amount of bricks and do a picture. Ite-
rate until there are no bricks left . Th en just 
show the pictures in reverse order.
Th ere is a feature to show edge lines to get 
clearer pictures.

Shopping list

In the fi le menu you can export a BOM 
fi le, Bill Of Material. It is an Excel fi le with 
all the bricks used in the build. Th at is very 
useful for bigger builds so you do not order 
the wrong parts, or the wrong amount.

Th e part number is the most impor-
tant. With the part number you can fi nd 
the bricks at Lego, Bricklink or some other 
place. See the article about where to buy 
Lego.

Th e part number can also be used to 
fi nd a brick in LDD, the number can oft en 
be found on the inside of a brick. Th at is 
good if you want to make a digital instruc-
tion of a real build.

Download LDD for free

ldd.lego.com 
About LDD at Swebrick

goo.gl/H6fTND
Collection of LDD builds, lxf fi les

ldd.us.lego.com/en-us/gallery/ 
www.eurobricks.com/forum/index.
php?showtopic=41226
Alternatives to LDD

Bricklinks Stud.io
LDraw: www.ldraw.org
Bricksmith (mac):  bricksmith.sourceforge.net
Povray: www.povray.org
LDD to Povray: ldd2povray.lddtools.com
Blurender: www.eurobricks.com/forum/index.
php?show topic=109972

Building instructions. Requires to have LDD 
installed. However there is a function in top left 
where it is possible to create a webpage of the 
building instructions.

The inventory from LDD. The most important is the 
column ”Part”. With that number it is easy to search 
the diff erent internet shops that sell lego bricks.
The colours are a bit trickier. It was only a few years 
back that Lego shared their internal naming of the 
colours and then the fans had already created their 
own naming conventions. E.g. Brick yellow above 
is called tan by the fans. See the article about the 

name of bricks and colours. 

Bluerender compared to POV Ray. Shadows 
and transparent bricks looks better in POV Ray 
but it requires more time.
Below. You can build big in LDD. Many use LDD 
to test och train or as a sketch tool to show 
customers or friends.
 Pictures: Wineyard

Get Started with LDD, 
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New build
ctrl+N

Save
ctrl+S

Undo
ctrl+Z

If you regret a step too 
much, go back with, 
shift+ctrl+Z

Tool. The second line changes 
depending on the tool selected.
See the pictures below.

Build
F5

Watch
F6

Create 
building 
instructions
F7

The library with pieces. ”The 
heart” in LDD. Can’t fi nd the 
piece? Go to: goo.gl/9fSA66

Resize the images in the 
library

Sort by colors

Open / close all
subcategories

Tools for selecting.
Use shift + V to quickly change cursor.
1. Common cursor
2. Select several. You can also use the regular cursor 
and hold down ctrl to select multiple. Or to drag 
with the regular cursor over several pieces.
3. Mark all the pieces that are together.
4. Select all pieces of a particular color.
5. Select all pieces of the same type, eg all tiles 1x1.
6. Select all pieces of the same variety AND color.
7. Invert the selection. Everything that you have 
NOT selected will now be selected. For example, 
fi rst mark all red pieces, now all pieces except the 
red ones are marked.
You can rotate pieces using the arrow keys on the 
keyboard.

Lego Digital Designer

Templates

Those who build often 
and large save small items 
such as trees, furniture, 
windows and the like.
It is faster to change the 
color of the car or the 
street lamp than to build a 
new one every time.
Save stuff  you want to use 
again. Groups, same as 
Templates but only for the 
building that is active in 
the program.

Rotate. 
See the 
construc-
tion from 
a diff erent 
angle.

Return to original view, rotate and zoom.
It’s faster and more effi  cient to use the mouse 
(if you have a mouse with two buttons and 
scroll wheel): hold down the right button to 
rotate your build. Shift + right click to move 
vertically and sideways. Use the scroll wheel to 
zoom. Right-click on a Lego piece to center the 
view around it.

Hinge tool, the tool for rotating.
You can enter an angle or rotate freely. Works 
with both the ”compass” and the green arrow 
around the object.

1.  Verktyget för att klona, göra exakta kopior. 
Det är snabbare och enklare att markera och 
sen bara trycka C, Clone. Vanliga kortkom-
mandon som ctrl +C (kopiera) och ctrl+V 
(klistra in) fungerar också.

2. Hinge align tool, gångjärn. (H)
3.  Flex tool, för att böja slangar, kedjor och 

liknande.
4.  Verktyget för att gömma bitar (L). Bättre att 

istället markera biten och sen trycka H, Hide.
5.  Radera, tryck D, Delete, istället. Går också 

bra med  tangentbordets delete. Backsteg 
fungerar inte.

1  2  3  4  5 

The color tool in Extended mode (click on the 
icon or just press B)
1. The paint job
2. Select color from the color chart
3. Choose color from a piece in your build
4. Choose a decor. Choose from printed pieces.

In standard mode, there are no choices to make 
under the color picker. Select the color tool and 
click on the piece you want to give a diff erent color, 
then you can directly choose from the options 

}
Macintosh

Use cmd instead of ctrl.
Settings
You can add that all pieces 
should have a border, 
easier to see which pieces 
were used. Better image 
display. Avoid with weaker 
computers.

}
}

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Wooden toys have existed for as long as humans have been using 

tools and this is also where Lego has its root.

Ole Kirk Kristiansen was initially a carpenter but fur-
niture was not selling well. However there is always a 
need for children toys. In 1932, he started the manu-
facture of wooden toys, of which the duck is the most 
well-known. Aft er World War II, he gets to see a 
machine that casts plastic and decides to buy one. Th e 
seller shows him a few examples of what other com-
panies have done, among other building pieces. But 
the fi rst thing Lego makes in plastic is children rattles.

Th e fi rst company to make building pieces in 
another material than wood seems to have been 
Erector Comparny in the USA. Th eir Bild-O-Brik, 
made out of rubber came in 1934. Minibrix, in 1935, 
was also in rubber, made by the Premo Rubber Com-
pany in the UK. Th eir “knobs” were placed on the 
bottom of pieces.

Kiddicraft Self Locking Bricks

In 1939 Hilary “Harry” Fisher Page and the compa-
ny Kiddicraft  fi lled a patent for their “Toy Building 
Blocks” in the UK. Th ey were made out of plastic, 
which was more dimensionally stable than rubber, 
and the knobs were on the top. Th e slit on the side 
was provided for doors and windows. Starting in 1946 
they were sold as Self Locking Bricks.  But they never 
became a commercial success.

Hilary Page was a precursor in the toy industry. 
He was dissatisfi ed with the quality of wooden toys 
and started to explore the possibilities with plastic. He 
created a concept of “sensible toys” and wrote a book 
“Playtime in the First Fice Years”, in 1938.

At the end of the forties, several companies started 
to make their own building pieces: Lego in Danmark, 
Geas in Sweden, and Prima in Norway.

Lego Automatic Binding Bricks

Lego had seen in 1946 some of Kiddicraft  pieces as 
examples of what could be done. Th e fi rst pieces by 
Lego were made in 1949 and were also very similar to 
the ones of Kiddicraft . 

Lego made their own moulds. Th e measure were 
changed to the metric system. Th e corners and knobs 
were also changed. Th e pieces were called Automatic 
Binding Bricks, in English, to honour the allied forces 
who liberated Denmark from the german occupa-
tion.

Kiddicraft  had never had much success with their 
building pieces but rather focused on other toys. It 
took Lego several years before the building pieces got 
a bigger success.

Lego kept on doing wooden toys in parallel with 
the plastic toys for many years. It was fi rst in 1952 that 

plastic sold better than wood, mostly thanks to the 
Ferguson Tractor that had been introduced in 1951. 
Lego made many more things than building pieces 
for a long time in the sixties, oft en in HO-scale to fi t 
together with model railways. 

Since 1951 the Lego building pieces have been cal-
led “mursten”, bricks  in Danish, and the word Lego is 
visible on all pieces.

Success for Lego

Th is is fi rst at the end of the fi ft ies that the Lego bricks 
become a real success, thanks to Ole’s son, Godtfred. 
In 1955 Lego introduces the “system of play”: all pie-
ces must fi t together, and this is still the case today. In 
1958 Lego invents the tube on the inside of the pieces, 
which is then patented. Th is is a big step forward to 
get the construction to stay better together.

Th is is also at the end of the fi ft ies that Lego starts 
exporting and they start to build Billunds airport in 
1961, partially fi nanced by Lego.

In 1963, Lego starts to phase out the Cellulose 
Acetate, which gets easily deformed, to replace it with 
ABS, which is still in use. Today a range of diff erent 
plastics and rubbers is used, oft en mixed to get the 
right properties: soft er or harder, stronger or more 
fl exible…

Lego was not the fi rst but it was Lego that mana-
ged to develop the idea into a success: the system of 
play, which still works, better materials, and higher 
quality.

Th ere is not patent on the lego brick any more. 
Anyone can build and sell building pieces compa-
tible with the ones Lego produces. But one cannot 
copy the logo or sets. Producing building pieces for 
a spacecraft  are OK, but not building pieces for the 
Millenium Falcon: Th ose rights are own by Disney 
and Lego bought the right from Disney to create sets 
based on Star Wars.

The birth of the LEGO brick

1934 Bild-O-Brik by Erector Com-
pany, USA.

1935 Minibrix by Premo Rubber 
Company, UK.

1939 Self Locking Bricks by Kiddi-
craft, UK.

The Ferguson Tractor from 1951 
made that plastic toys were more 
sold than wooden toys.

Legos Automatic Binding Bricks 
from 1947 and the more recent 
from 1958, with the tube on the 
inside for better clutch power.

A rattle, the fi rst 
plastic toy by Lego
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First, the building blocks were made without 
”tubes” on the underside. It was possible to stack 
the blocks on top of each other but no more than 
that. Today it is oft en called ”classic” by adult con-
tract builders. Not to be confused with the kits 
sold today with the same name.

In 1958, Lego patented the ”tubes” and the 
clutch power became much better. Th e basis is 
the same today, the pieces from the 50s fi t with 
modern pieces.

Far into the 60s, trees and cars were made in 
one piece and on an OH scale. Th e transparency 
scale is popular for model trains such as Märklin 
and Fleischmann. Today we build both trees and 
cars.

Modulex

Th e fi rst pieces from 1963 had ”Lego” molded 
on the buds. In 1965, Modulex became its own 
company and then they switched to ”M” on the 
knobs.

Primarily intended for architects, to showcase 
houses and urban planning. Th is was before 3D 
and CAD programs. Th e company Modulex is 
still alive today, they do not make building blocks 
but they are world leaders in sign systems.

Th e pieces are smaller than regular Lego and 
do not fi t with any other pieces.

Jumbo bricks 1964-1972

Manufactured by Samsonite in the USA. Th e 
companies collaborated for a few years, when 
Lego needed help to enter the US market.

It is a separate system and the pieces do not 

fi t together with any others. Th e idea was good 
with larger pieces for smaller fi ngers but Duplo 
was better.

Duplo

Came in 1969. Small fi ngers with poorer coor-
dination need larger pieces that are easier to put 
together and take apart. Intended for children 2-5 
years. Duplo can be built together with regular 
pieces of Lego.

Baby & Primo 1987-2006

Slightly larger than Duplo. Even easier to take 
apart and put together. Children 1-3 years.

Th ere is a special piece that has Duplo buds 
on the top. Th ey also fi t helpfully with the extra 
large Soft  bricks.

Quatro 2004-2006

Replaced Primo for a couple of years. Quatro fi ts 
reasonably well with Duplo.

Soft bricks 1998-2013

Large and soft . I have seen them in playgrounds 
and in preschools but not in stores. Fits helpfully 
with Primo.

Storage boxes

Th ey are not meant to be built with but it is pos-
sible. Th e large drawers fi t together. Th e smaller 
lunch box is fl at on the underside, but upwards 
it can be built with Soft  bricks and Primo. 
Th ey are not made by Lego but 
licensed by other companies.

Building blocks from Lego

Older Lego pieces and the newer 
ones from 1958 with ”tubes” 
on the inside to improve the 

Modulex were smaller pieces 
intended for use by architects to 
visualize ideas and drawings.

Duplo is Lego’s brand for 
preschoolers. Baby, Quatro and 
Primo can be said to belong 
under Duplo.

The company logo has changed over the years. These 
are some all variants.

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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How Lego bricks are made

1   The plastic is delived as small pellets, granulate, in big 
sacks. Mostly ABS, Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene, is 

used. But many other diff erent plastics and rubber mixtu-
res are used by Lego, e.g. polycarbonate for transparent 
bricks.

2The plastics it led through tubings into the moulding 
machines. The plastic is heated to around 200°C when 

it becomes just enough pasty to be able to be pressed into 
the water cooled molds. In just a few seconds the bricks 
has cooled down enough to be taken out of the molds.

3The molds, are next to the human resourses, the most 
valuable asset of Lego. One mold can cost up to 100 

000 euro. The molds are taken care of and are stored in a 
fi re protected locker when not in use. As the mold wears 
down it is reconditioned.  The plastic spillovers from 
the moulding are reused. Nowadays the moulding can 
be done in multiple steps. E.g. minifi gure arms can be 
moulded with diff ents colours to look like t-shirts or when 
the brick consists of two diff erent plastics with diff erent 
properties, e.g. a soft point.

4From the moulding self stearing robots brings the 
full boxes of bricks into the warehouse. Every box has 

its unique tagging, just as the boxes you can buy in the 
store. This is so that every brick can be traced, e.g. if one 
moulding machine starts producing imperfect bricks.  
Most bricks that are molded in Denmark or Hungary are 
sent to Czech Republic to be counted, packed and distri-
buted.  Lego also has factories in Mexico for South- and 
Northamerica. For the asian market they now also have 
one factory in China.

5For printed elements pad printing is used. The 
machines can handle fi ve colours at a time and can 

print on both front and back side. With pad printing 
pre mixed coulors are used. The surface is homogenous 
without dots that can be the case with traditional 
printing or printers. Some elements are assebled, e.g. 
the torso of the minifi gure when the arms and hands 
are attached.

6Today Lego uses machines to count the elements. 
The bricks are put into smaller bags that are put 

into the boxes together with the instructions. Then the 
boxes are weighed to assure the correct amount of 
elements. The box is conglutinatedand marked before 
it is sent to the toy stores. Occasionally Lego has had 
problem meeting the demands so the factory capacity 
is increased.

Mold

Heaters

Melted pellets The screw pushes the pellets into the heater and 
melts the plastics with high pressure.

Plastic pellets
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Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
Or ABS for short, is the plastic that made Lego famous och 

the most used plastic by Lego.

Lego uses many diff erent kinds of plastics 
to get the exact properties that are needed, cog 
wheels needs to be hard-wearing, the wheels 
should have good traction, windows should be 
transparent and so on.

Th e proportions in ABS can vary by 15-30 
Acrylonitrile, 5-30 Butadiene and 40-60 
Styrene. Every company have their own mixtu-
re and market the plastic with made up names. 
Bayer, today Lanxess has delivered plastic 
to Lego for a long time, call their ABS-plas-
tic Pocan, Novodur and Macrolex that is the 
colouring substance.

LG, another supplier, sells at least six vari-
ants: Lucon, Lumax, Lumipls, Lupos och Lupoy.

Which mixture used by Lego is a secret.
As for most plastics it takes about two 

kilograms of oil to produce one kilogram plas-
tics. One half as raw material and the other half 
in energy consumption.

Characteristics of ABS

Styrene gives a shining, strong surface. Buta-
diene are more like rubber and makes the bricks 
not lose their shapes. But butadiene is also sen-
sitive for UV light, it ages, turns yellow and britt-
les.

Acrylonitrile improves abrasion resistance, 
chemical permanence and reduce the risk for 
cracks due to tensions.

ABS handles most things. It is resistant aga-
inst acids, alkaline solutions, alcohol, grease, 
oil, saline solutions and saturated hydrocarbon. 
But is is sensitive against concentrated mineral 
acids, aromatic hydrocarbon, organochloride, 
esters and ketones. Acetone dissolves the plastic.

Three bad = one good

Th e components are one their own very 
nasty. Acrylonitrile os allergy-forming and car-
cinogenic and toxic for aquatic organisms with 
long-term eff ects in the aquatic environment.

Butadiene is also classifi ed as carcinogenic 
and can cause genetic defects.

Styrene is suspected to be endocrine disrup-
tive.

ABS is yet a safe plastics, despite its dang-
erous components, since the components are 
strongly connected to each other and so few 
addatives are used.

It is nothing peculiar that something toxic 
can become innocuous, it is the same way with 

soap. To make soap you need caustic soda, a 
highly corrosive substance, as an ingredients.

Heavy metals

Way back Lego used, just as many other 
companies, heavy metals as colour pigments. 
Pigments with cadmium, red and yellow, keeps 
its lusters longer than other colours.

Th e risk is still very low since the levels are 
low and the colour substance is strongly con-
nected in the ABS plastics. Be more concerned 
by all soil, dust, bacterias and other that collects 
on the bricks through the years. Wash the bricks 
from time to time, especially if small children 
builds with the bricks.

1973 cadmium was forbidden and started to 
be phased out and today it is only allowed as art 
colour for painting.

The future for ABS

Until 2030 Lego has a target to stop using fossil 
oil. Th at can be accomplished in diff erent ways. 
For some materials ethanol can be used as base 
material. Lego do not only look at the base mate-
rials but also materials and manufacturing pro-
cesses. ABS is such a good plastics, what if you 
could make it without oil? Maybe from biogas?
Bio plastics or oil plastics does not matter for 
the quality or the waste management. Plastic is 
plastic regardless of what is made of. Th e degra-
dation time is still 400 years or so. If William 
Shakespeare would have been buried in a coffi  n 
made of lego bricks it would probably still been 
intact today.
In Sweden we collect about 40 och all plastics. 
Th e rest is burned, end up in the nature or on 
the landfi ll. Of all plastics that are collected 40 
is recycled into new plastic and 60 
is burned. So of all plastics it is only 
16 that are recycled into new plas-
tics. ABS plastic is sorted as other 
plastic, number seven. In reality it 
means that it cannot be recycled but it will be 
burned.

What Lego does will have a big impact on 
the surrounding world. Even if it is a fairly small 
company it is many that follows and mimics.
 shiftaltcmd

”
ABS is an inno-
cuous plastic

Society for the conservation of Nature

Wooden fi bers as alterna-
tive?

The fi rst building blocks that 
Lego produces was made by 
cellulose acetate. That plastic 
can be made from cotton or 

wooden fi bers. Today it is 
the base for cigarette fi lters, 
lining material, diapers and 
more. Unfortunately it is 
not durable over time so 
the bricks got skewed.
Other materials made 
from cellulose is viscose 
and modal. Fjällräven 
make shirts from lyocell.
Now when the world 
uses less paper, SCA 

and Stora (big swedish 
paper producers), wants 

to fi nd new possible uses 
for wooden fi bers that will 

make big profi t.

07

O

ABS fi lament is common in 3D 
printers and to make your own 
bricks increases in popularity. 
Even if it takes a long time and 
the quality is so-so.

ICA (a large supermarket chain in 
Sweden) has began to reuse plas-
tic. It is almost impossible to get 
pure plastic without addatives 
and colouring substances so you 
need to fi nd the use cases where 
pureness does not matter. Soap 
bottles seams to be a good idea.
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Raw material
Renewable or not? The raw materials 
often need to be processed in multiple 
steps in diff erent factories and transported 
between. 2018 the fi rst building bricks 
manufactured from polythene made from 
sugar canes.
Can other raw materials be used with other 
manufacturing processes?

Base material
ABS plastics has been used since the 60s. A 
very good material but it is oil based, just as 
polycarbonate and other plastics.
What other base materials can be used?

Manufacturing
Lego has been good for a long time. High 
quality, minimal waste, few accidents and sick 
days. Lego owns wind power that produces 
more energy than the factories needs.

Distribution
In the early 2000s lego built a factory in 
Czech Republic and started to collaborate 
with DHL to streamline the distribution. 
All shipping to and from Billund uses trucks 
but a railway is planned to be built to Billund.

Use
Legos biggest assets, the bricks, are so good 
that they can descend. It is uncommon that 
anything will break and need to be thrown 
away. 
The high quality makes it harder to fi nd any 
alternatives that are as good. Experiments are 
made to fi nd out how big colour variations 
that can be accepted. Some elements maybe 
don’t need the same precision.

Waste handling
Reuse. When you are tired of your bricks 
you can sell or give the so someone else. So-
mething that is expected from a premium 
product.
Material recycling. That is hard, at least you 
can not make new bricks, the requirements 
are way too high to use recycled plastics.
Compost. Does not work on most plastics. 
A few can be handled by an industrial 
compost.
Energy recycling. Burn to give electricity 
or heat.
Garbage mountain. When nothing else 
works. The worst but last option in many 
places in the world.

LEGO invests large sums and energy to be independent 

of fossil oil. The target is to be completely free from fossil 

oil by 20130. One of the fi rst steps was that the plastic 

trays in the advent calendars was replaced by cardboard 

in 2017. During 2018 some of the bricks will be manu-

factured from polythene made from sugar canes.

Th e fi rst bricks to be made in the new plas-
tic are trees and leaves that already now are 
made in a soft er plastic and do not place the 
same requirements on precision as the nor-
mal solid bricks.

Less fossil oil is good and sugar canes 
are a renewable source. But the canes must 
be grown somewhere. Today not that much 
sugar canes are grown but as more and more 
swap to bioplastics bigger areas needs to be 
used. Today it is talked about green deserts, 
where only one crop are grown. Eucalyptus 
for paper pulp, soy for animal fodder and 
sugar canes for bioplastics or ethanol for cars.

Plastics or food?

One hectare arable soil gives about 80 
tons of sugar canes. From that you gets about 
7000 liter of ethanol or three tons of ethene 
plastics.

In Sweden you get about 30 ton of pota-
toes from the same land area. What happens 
if we in the future needs to decide between 3 
ton of plastic or 30 to of food? Should it be 
used to make bioplastics for the rich of for 

food? Today it all works out but what hap-
pens when to whole world switch to bioplas-
tics?

It is important to not stop with bio plas-
tics but to keep up the work for even better 
materials. 

Transporting less air

In a comparison between a building kit from 
2010 and one from 2017, with the same piece 
count, the volume had been reduced from 6 
dl to 3.6 dl. Th at means that you can fi t more 
boxes on one pallet. But it is not just econo-
mics behind this. South Korea has legislated 
against boxes with too much air. To solve this 
the short term solution was to open up every 
box aimed for the South Korean market to 
add more bricks. Th e long term solution was 
to reduce the overall box sizes. 

Is Lego a good company?

At least they work to become even better. 
Th eir ”responsibility report” is maybe their 
most important annual accounts. Everything 
is open for anyone to read.

www.lego.com/en-GB/aboutus
Since 2013 Lego works together with 

WWF and since 2015 with Unicef.
Kirkbi, the parent company of Lego, but 

unknown by most people, have for example 
sold all their air planes and invested in two 
big wind farms.

Environmental work at Lego
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Color and building blocks
Dear children have many names, so do Lego pieces. The 

company Lego has its names, but before they became 

widely known, other names were developed by the users. 

Today, the names live on next to each other.

In Sweden, many say ”pluppar” but those who 
build a lot usually use English ”studs” instead. 
Bricklink’s name is mostly used. Here in Sweden, 
it sounds a little strange with the Swedish that 
arises.

Many categories are more or less obvious: 
door, window, wheel, animal land, boat, garage, 
train track, etc. Th ey can be translated directly 
from English.

Sometimes it gets trickier, like the pictures at 
the bottom, what many think is a small ladder is 
sorted under ”bar” in Bricklink’s catalog. Or the 
yellow ”fence” which is also sorted as ”bar”.
Beside you will fi nd the most common.

Colors

Most builders use the color names found at 
Bricklink. Some names are the same between 
Lego and the AFOL builders, but many diff er. 
For example, light gray, which at Bricklink is cal-
led light bluish gray and of Lego medium stone 
gray.

Until 2003, Lego used what is now usually 
called old gray. Gray has always been available 
in a darker and lighter variant. In 2003, two new 
variants were introduced. Light gray became 
Light bluish gray and dark gray became dark 
bluish gray. Th e colors became a little bluer / col-
der in their shade, experienced by many as a litt-
le ”cleaner”. Th e older ones were slightly yellower 
/ warmer / dirty. Today, it is no longer possible 
to buy new pieces from Lego to complement old 
sets, but you have to rely on the second-hand 
market.

Th e brown color has also been given a new 
look. Brown is now reddish brown.

List of color names: www.peeron.com/inv/colors
The diff erenet parts are called (click on catalog and 
then parts): www.bricklink.com

Brick 2 x 4 Plate 2 x 3 Tile 1 x 1

Panel 1 x 2 x 2
Dish 2 x 2 
Inverted (Radar)

Bracket 2 x 2 - 2 x 2

Wedge 4 x 2 Triple Left

Slope 33° 2 x 3  

Brick, Round Corner 
2 x 2 Macaroni

Slope inverted 33° 2 x 3

Plate, Modifi ed 1 x 2 
with Ball Receptacle 
Small on Side

Hinge Brick 1 x 4 
Swivel - Complete 
Assembly

Brick, Modifi ed 1 x 1 with 
Headlight 

Slope, Curved 2 x 
1 No Studs

Cone 1 x 1 with 
Top Groove

Wedge, Plate 3 x 2 Left

Technic, Brick 1 x 1 with 
Hole

Technic, Liftarm 1 x 7 
Thick

Technic, Pin without 
Friction Ridges 
Lengthwise

Cylinder 3 x 6 x 2 
2/3 Horizontal

Turntable 2 x 2 Plate, Com-
plete Assembly with Light 
Bluish Gray Top

Ladder 14 x 2.5 Bar 7 x 3 with 
Double Clips 
(Ladder)

Bar 1 x 4 x 2 
with Studs

Bar 1 x 8 with Brick 1 x 2 
Curved Top End

The color palette that Lego used in 2016.

LEGO® MOULDING COLOUR PALETTE 2016          
24 - Bright Yellow 106 - Bright Orange 21 - Bright Red 23 - Bright Blue 321 - Dark Azur 326-Spr. Yellowish Green 37 - Bright Green 119 - Bright Yel. Green 192 - Reddish Brown 18 - Nougat 1 - White 329 - White Glow 

226 - Cool Yellow 

325 - Lavender 

222 - Light Purple 324 - Med. Lavender 102 - Medium Blue 322 - Medium Azur 323 - Aqua 5 - Brick Yellow 283 - Light Nougat 

191 - Flame Yel. Orange 124 - Bright Red Violet 212 - Light Royal Blue 151 - Sand Green     138 - Sand Yellow 194 - Med. Stone Grey 316 - Titanium Metallic 

268 - Medium Lilac 135 - Sand Blue 28 - Dark Green 330 - Olive Green 312 - Medium Nougat 38 - Dark Orange 199 - Dark Stone Grey 

221 - Bright Purple

297 - Warm Gold 

154 - New dark Red 140 - Earth Blue 141 - Earth Green 308 - Dark Brown 26 - Black 315 - Silver Metallic 

44 - Transp. Yellow           182 - Tr. Bright Orange 47 - Tr. Fl. Red Orange 41 - Transp. Red 113 - Tr. Meduim Violet 126 - Tr. Bright Violet 43 - Transp. Blue 143 - Tr. Fluor. Blue 42 - Transp. Light Blue 48 - Transp. Green 49 - Tr. Fluor. Green 311 - Tr. Bright Green 111 - Transp. Brown 40 - Transparent 

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Exhibition in Huskvarna

In 2018, we had an event and annual meeting in Huskvarna 

close to Jönköping. 4,300 visitors came to Folkets Park in 

two days.

About 300 square meters with Lego were exhi-
bited. It is a little more than 3 square meters per 
participant, 93 Swebrickers were on site.

We also tried with a little shorter opening 
hours to get more time for ourselves, talk, hang 
out, watch each other’s builds. On the whole, 
everyone was happy aft erwards.

Photo: Gideon and Ozp           

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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When I was going to write this text, I asked several 

people what they would like to read about and the 

answers were many, how I started with LEGO as a 

hobby, what my construction process looks like and the 

stories behind my construction. Here is my attempt to 

answer all these questions.

My way into the AFOL world came from the 
fact that I started buying LEGO for my oldest 
son. Th is developed into an admin role in a 
buying and selling group for LEGO on Face-
book. Th at’s how my LEGO journey started 
and without building a single set of my own, 
a Swebricker convinced me to try free-buil-
ding. It became a small tree and landscape 
of the son’s pieces. Furthermore, for a long 
time I collected pieces and sporadically built 
on a larger landscape with tree houses. It 
was during a diffi  cult time of my life and my 
focus was mostly on surviving day by day 
with two small children at home.

I did not grow up with LEGO and I 
remember what a toy boys got to play with. 
When I became a parent, we reveled in Duplo 
and further LEGO but I never thought it was 
for me. I have always loved learning new 
craft s and skills. When it came to painting 
cold painting, decorating cakes or sewing 
quilts, I always taught myself and quickly 
found my way of working and expression. 
I have also taken courses in design, shaping 
and creation at the university and being crea-
tive is a big part of my meaning in life.
Another thing that is also unfortunately a 
big part of my everyday life is that I live with 
chronic pain and have done so all my adult 
life. When suff ering and pain shut down life 
and what one can do, the powerlessness is 
great. To then fi nd an interest where you can 
adapt the creation in so many ways is invalu-
able. On days when the brain does not have 
the strength, the hands can test solutions and 
it is also possible to rebuild everything if you 
are not satisfi ed. LEGO quickly grew into a 
force that helped me through adversity and 
opened new doors to so much joy.

My fi rst Swebrick meeting was in the 
autumn of 2017 and I quickly realized that 
I needed to scale up both sustainability 
and ambition. But I have rarely ducked to 
challenge myself and for the big exhibition 
in Huskvarna in the spring of 2018, I built 
my fi rst exhibition building. It became my 

interpretation of what it is like when a story 
comes to life in a book.

Th e exhibition in Huskvarna was a warm 
welcome into the association and all the 
wonderful people are a big reason why I 
continue to get involved in the LEGO inte-
rest. I have found many friends that I have 
contact with oft en. In addition, I think there 
is a general acceptance of everyone’s perso-
nalities but also a great shared joy over this 
exciting and versatile hobby. All this meant 
that when I was asked to become part of 
Swebrick’s board this year, my answer was of 
course yes!

Now I have around 15 mocs behind me 
and am tagged to build more! I try to chal-
lenge myself in diff erent ways between the 
diff erent large constructions I do with size, 
lighting, theme, etc ... I oft en get an idea for a 
building through a minifi gure. Th en I deve-
lop the idea for a few months while I collect 
pieces while I build other constructions. I 
sketch on paper and in pieces diff erent con-
cepts to come up with solutions to the more 
diffi  cult problems. In addition, I discuss with 
other AFOLs and take pictures that I conti-
nue to sketch. I break down the construction 
into parts so as not to be overwhelmed by 
all the diffi  culties that need to be solved and 
then I build and rebuild until I reach the look 
I have imagined.

I oft en have many thoughts and a story 
behind my constructions. If you are more 
curious, it is available in its entirety on Flickr: 
www.fl ickr.com/bluebuilder. I love talking 
about LEGO and about my constructions, 
ask me both on the forum or at exhibitions if 
there is something you are wondering about.

For me, LEGO is both an exciting mate-
rial to create in, a form of therapy but also a 
safe community and association where I can 
be completely myself. Th at I also discovered 
that I love to exhibit my builds and meet vis-
itors is an added bonus. My constructions 
have given my husband a purpose to take up 
his interest in electronics and it is a great ple-
asure for both of us to work with something 
together. Last but certainly not least, to be 
able to share their interest with their children 
and fi nd so much happiness in a quiet day in 
the LEGO room together.

Malin Kylinger (Bluebuilder)

Malin Kylinger, Bluebuilder

A Lonely Tear of Pain and Hope is the 
construction that can be seen on the 
middle spread. It is a big drop of tears in 
trans clear with a landscape in it. It was 
built during a very diffi  cult time and was 
my way of processing what it is like to be 
torn between hope and despair.

Photo: Mikael Montelius

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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IEV: Sunshine is a spaceship I have long planned to build and last autumn I took the plunge to build another large building. It was important for me to 
include both interior and surrounding landscapes to create a connection to the spaceship. This construction was the fi rst time my husband Martin was 
also a part of my construction projects in that he designed the light for the four engines on the spaceship.

Expedition Cure is my latest build 
whose concept has a connection 
to my spaceship. Some scientists 
have hired IEV: Sunshine and are 
exploring new planets to fi nd a 
cure for a terrible virus ravaging 
the solar system. I built this into a 
competition to be a part of deco-
rating LEGO House in Billund. It 
was very gratifying to be one of 
the winners, so next year it will be 
there for public viewing.

Build of the month
Worlds Inside of Me is the name 
of the building that depicts a 
face with a two-part landscape. 
It was built in the middle of a 
tumultuous part of life where I 
also explored parts of my own 
personality. It’s a fun building to 
bring to exhibitions and to hear 
everyone’s own interpretations. 
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Swebrick’s fi rst event set
These pieces are required for construction, use the number to quickly fi nd the right 
piece. The color code is Lego’s name. If you order from Bricklink, the colors are called: 
Dark Stone Gray = Dark Bluish Gray, Medium Stone Gray = Light Bluish Gray, Brick 
Yellow = Tan. But you can of course build with whatever color combination you 
want.

Antal Nummer Färgkod Namn

17 2877 199 - Dark Stone Grey Profi le brick 1x2
1 15573 199 - Dark Stone Grey Plate 1x2, w/ 1 knob
2 63864 199 - Dark Stone Grey Flat tile 1x3
1 3068 199 - Dark Stone Grey Flat tile 2x2
2 3623 199 - Dark Stone Grey Plate 1x3
1 6636 199 - Dark Stone Grey Flat tile 1x6
1 87079 199 - Dark Stone Grey Flat tile 2x4
1 3666 199 - Dark Stone Grey Plate 1x6
1 12825 199 - Dark Stone Grey Plate 1x1 w. up right holder
1 30031 199 - Dark Stone Grey Handle w. 3.18 stick
1 3700 194 - Medium Stone Grey Technic brick 1x2, Ø4.9
3 3004 102 - Medium Blue Brick 1x2
2 3022 102 - Medium Blue Plate 2x2
1 3700 102 - Medium Blue Technic brick 1x2, Ø4.9
4 50746 102 - Medium Blue Roof tile 1x1x2/3, pc
3 3023 102 - Medium Blue Plate 1x2
2 3623 5 - Brick Yellow Plate 1x3
2 3710 5 - Brick Yellow Plate 1x4
2 11211 5 - Brick Yellow Brick 1x2 w. 2 knobs
2 60479 26 - Black Plate 1x12
1 2780 26 - Black Connector peg w. friction
4 50746 40 - Transparent Roof tile 1x1x2/3, pc
1 3023 40 - Transparent Plate 1x2
2 3065 40 - Transparent Brick 1x2 without pin

Take the chance to build Swebrick’s fi rst model. It was created by Swestar for the 

exhibition in Gothenburg in 2012.

Aft er Gothenburg, there have been many more models. Someti-
mes in larger editions of a few hundred, sometimes only a dozen. 
Th e models and packaging are made completely without help 
from the company Lego. We buy the pieces ourselves, create the 
instructions and pack the boxes. Sometimes just for fun, someti-
mes to fund an event.

Surf to Swebrick and you will fi nd construction descriptions 
for many of the models.

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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The Weekend Challenge is a way 

to introduce various building 

techniques and ideas by presenting a 

small LEGO build. It is then up to the 

participants to try to fi gure out how 

it was constructed.  

Sometimes there are multiple 
solutions, other times there is 
only one. On some occasions 
participators have presented 
solutions that I myself didn’t 
think of. Th ose are the most 
fun ones.

Sometimes I get sugges-
tions on challenges from oth-
ers. I can then use them to 
construct a challenge based 
on that. It is a weekly chal-
lenge, and it runs as long as 
I have enough ideas. Mostly 
the challenge runs for several 
weeks in a row, but sometimes 
I drop a single challenge here 
and there to show off  some 
new techniques. I need pauses 
to fi gure out new challenges. I 
also borrow ideas from other 
builders that I fi nd all over the 
AFOL community. 

It is probably a bit hard 
as a new AFOL to join the 
challenges, but all the old 
challenges are still there in 
the forum. I encourage every 
forum member to go through 
the list of historical challenges 
and DON’T cheat while try-
ing to solve them.  o0ger

goo.gl/TJNPz5

oOger’s weekend challenge

Try to solve this on your own. The 
construction is symmetrical and 
looks the same from all sides.
The Solution : 
www.fl ickr.com/gp/o0ger/t7z8m8

Idéa from Godtfred.

Idéa from Edde.

Idéa from Andreas Eldh.
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Our international guests often agree, Swebrick is the best 

in the world at joint builds, community builds or in short 

CB, where several builders are building together.

”Our Swedish friends from Swebrick seem to 
excel in collaborative builds ...” Blocks magazine.

Micropolis, city and train are the ones that 
have been with the longest.

We have now agreed on a standard for how 
to build so that it will be easier to assemble parts 
into a whole.

A new exciting building is March 2050. Th e 
fi rst small embryo was shown in Linköping in 
2017.

Th e post-apocalyptic building is now being 
expanded with ”Inside the wall”. Pirates and 
Steampunk are two new themes with great 
potential.

Th e common buildings are best experienced 
on site. It’s hard to do them justice with small 
pictures on small screens. You can not capture 
an entire building with a picture, but it must be 
a series of pictures and it takes more time both 
to do and for those who want to look.
Main page for our collaborative builds: 

goo.gl/DGOHtB
Building instructions for our modules and builds: 

goo.gl/ST6wNw

World class Community 
builds

The Tie Fighter Hangar was a joint construction of several people. Building big takes a 

long time and is very expensive for individuals, but by helping you can build what you might 
otherwise only dream of. The building was divided into modules and each person builds one 
or more modules. There are drawings and bit lists to get it exactly the same. The hangar was 
so good that it was also exhibited at Lego World 2014 in Copenhagen..

The Åhlens house was made by Swebrick on behalf of Lego and Åhlens during the sum-

mer of 2014. The model is to celebrate the house’s 50th anniversary and is now on display at 
Åhlens in Stockholm. This particular house is house two that was built at the same time but is 
owned by Swebrick. The house has now been demolished. It was built in CC similar modules 
and the person who built the module was allowed to keep the pieces as compensation for 
their work. The house was exhibited at Lego World 2015 in Copenhagen.

In the medieval world Castonia, unlike the Tie 

Fighter hangar, they wanted as much variety as pos-
sible. Here it was decided that each section would be 
a base plate wide and four deep. It was decided where 
the road would go and how high it would be built on 
the sides so that it would then be easy to connect the 
parts. This allows you to connect the parts in diff erent 
ways. It also does not matter if someone can not join 
as it is easy to remove and add. Exhibited at Lego 

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Swebrick Quarters consists of modules that together form a 

house with interior design in focus.

It is an apartment building where a lot is going 
on and some residents have taken the oppor-
tunity to realize their innermost dreams. Th ere 
are also a few diff erent forms of business in the 
apartments.

Th e modules have been built by a number of 
diff erent members of Swebrick. It is only when 
we are seen at an exhibition that we get to see 
the Quarter in its entirety. Th e standard for the 
modules makes it easy to assemble. Read more 
on our forum. goo.gl/SzkqbC

Now we also have a slightly larger variant 
with popular culture as a theme, Swebrickwood, 
a play on words with Hollywood.

goo.gl/Jd1EzF

Swebrick Quarters and 
Swebrickwood

Bathroom by Sockerbit.

Some rooms from Swebrickwood

The Quarter as it may look put together. You can build 
as much or as little as you want and change places in 
the rooms.

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Urban construction and trains
CB City is the oldest and most classic 

joint building within Swebrick.

Everyone brings one or more 
completed houses and we 
build a city together. Th e tra-
ins run in a loop around the 
city. Th is is what it has looked 
like at all the exhibitions.

We are now working to 
raise the standard of the joint 
construction. We build all the 
rails and most of the houses 
on the Swebrick standard 
Moduverse, which means that 
everything is raised by two 
bricks and becomes easy to 
join.

Th is means that we can 
use bit-built roads instead 
of Lego road slabs, which is 
much nicer and opens up new 
possibilities with, for example, 
holes in the road.

Th ose who build trains 
have also wanted to get better 
and they have added buildings 
and landscapes. We have now 
grown so much that at exhi-
bitions we oft en have two 
layouts, both contain city and 
train but the focus is slightly 
diff erent.

Are there those who 
believe that trains collect eve-
rything or at least most things, 
city, landscape, vehicles, tech-
nic ... Th ere is something for 
everyone even if you do not 
build trains.

Photo: ozp and Andreas Kvant
www.fl ickr.com/photos/86394332@N03
www.fl ickr.com/photos/93766584@N08

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Builds for 2021 & 2022
Right now, it is planned for high 

pressure for two larger CB that will 

be best if many contribute. Castonia 

II and 4.5 V.

Castonia II is a further deve-
lopment / continuation of 
our fi rst medieval construc-
tion. Th is time a city and port 
environment.
Th e second build is called 4.5 
volts. Th e idea is that it will 
be based on the fi rst batte-
ry-powered trains, the ones 
with blue rails if you remem-
ber them. It will be built in the 
old style.
Both buildings would like to 
have more participants, so go 
into the threads on the forum 
and have a look. It requires 
you to register on the forum.

Foto: LEGO and 
Anders Horvath (Anders67)

Sketches, concept builds of what a section of the wall 
and a house could look like.

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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In the city of San Victoria, a terrible accident 

occurred when a scientist named Vernon Julius 

began experimenting with a crystal he found. A 

large explosion devastated large parts of the city. 

After the accident, people began to get sick near 

the accident site and the rich families chose to build 

a barrier to protect themselves. People outside the 

barrier continued to mutate and confl icts between 

the diff erent groups began to emerge ...

Ruins of San Victoria is a Community 
Build on the theme of steampunk (short 
explanation of steampunk - a genre in 
science fi ction that takes place around 
the turn of the last century where machi-
nes are powered mainly by steam). We 
have taken a lot of inspiration from, for 
example, Jules Verne, Th e League of 
Extraordinary Gentlemen, Frankenstein 
and other books / movies / series in the 
theme and in the current time period. Th e 
idea is that it should be very interesting to 
build and that it should be able to appeal 
to many.

Th is CB consists of four parts; Th e 
City, the Barrier, the Ruins and the City of 
Ruins. Th ese are built up with the Modu-
verse standard and with our own cobb-
lestone street modules. Th e theme is as 
mentioned steampunk, with elements of 
post-apocalyptic feeling. At present, we 
are three participants but look forward 
to more and thus be able to create a lar-
ger world. As CBt consists of several dif-
ferent parts, we hope that it can appeal 
to many, regardless of whether you like 
to build houses or landscapes. If you are 
a fan of steampunk, or simply have a lot 
of hoses and gears lying around without 
any idea what to do with them, then you 
are warmly welcome to jump on this very 
fun project. 

Andreas Lenander (drdoddo)
Maria Strömberg (Misa)

Peter Ilmrud (Zilmrud)

Ruins of San Victoria
– Swebricks steampunk CB

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Many buildings are bursting with detail. The closer you look, the more you will fi nd.

GBC (Great Ball Contraption) 
Is a machine that receives balls (footballs or basketballs from Lego) 

from one module and transports them on to the next module. 

Modules built according to the GBC standard can be assembled into a 
common machine without modifi cations. The result is a machine that 
can transport balls forever in an innumerable number of diff erent ways 
around a loop. The standard sets few limits and allows great freedom 
in the design of how the balls are transported from one module’s inbox 
to the next. The GBC standard is determined, in short, by the following 
rules:
•  Each module should have an inbox, and transport the balls on to the next 

module’s inbox.

• The inbox must have an opening that is at least 8x8 plops large, and a maxi-

mum of 10 blocks high.

The inbox must be located on the left side of the module, and transport the 

balls to the right.

• Each module should be able to transport the balls at an average speed of 1 

ball per second. The balls can be transported continuously or in rounds of a 

maximum of 30 balls.

More GBC: goo.gl/la8F4G
Swebrick GBC: goo.gl/mbpwZ9 och goo.gl/vU3AT5

Inspiration

Man can build as easy or diffi  cult as you want. Feel free to start with 

something simple to get started. When you have made the fi rst unit 
work, you can then move on. Many people have a preference for a little 
”stranger” machines. Two talented builders who posted a lot on youtube 
are Maico and Akiyuki. 

You can also search for Rube Goldberg, he was a cartoonist who in 
the 30’s started making machines that were unnecessarily complicated 
to solve a simple task. Many have followed suit and Rube Goldberg 
machines are now a concept of their own. In Sweden we are used to 
Mulle Meck, Pettsson & Findus and maybe Wallace & Gromits Cracking 
Contraptions from Barnkanalen.

Cardan lift (Akiyuki) built by torso.

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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The large landscapes are not built by a single builder, but 

by several collaborating builders. To accomplish this we use 

standardized modules. Our “community builds” have given 

Swebrick a lot of international attention. Now it appears that 

several other LUGs want to imitate us!

Our main objective was to move away from the 
thin, wobbly base plates and build a more stable 
and fl exible foundation for our models. Railroads 
now have a trackbed.

Now we can build details lowered into the 
base, like streams, ditches, potholes, etc. Road pla-
tes are now completely brick built.

Easy to participate  

Participating in a large build should not require 
many bricks. A modular system makes it easier 
for several builders to collaborate. One can choo-
se between building one house or ten, and still 
contribute.

We have basic instructions for almost every 
module, which makes it easier for a new builder 
to get started. Th e modules are also easier to trans-
port.

Freedom within limits

Th e community builds never look the same. Buil-
ders come and go. Even with the same builders we 
can achieve a new appearance by rearranging the 
modules.

An older standard exists, MILS, with a regular 
base plate at the bottom. We chose to use an adap-
tation of the Finnish LUG’s modules called Modu-
verse. Moduverse has no bottom baseplate and is 
slightly taller than MILS. Otherwise they both use 
the same 32 by 32 stud size and technic pin holes to 
connect the modules. Both are raised to be able to 
build submerged features like potholes.

One benefi t to Moduverse is the ability to 
place modules on top of each other, to for instance 
create a mine underneath.

Th e development and discussion is ongoing 
with improvements to the modular system. More 
stable, cheaper, “one size fi ts all” or variations.

Micropolis, Dollhouse, GBC

We also build in other established standards like 
Great Ball Contraption (GBC) and Micropolis.

”Dollhouse” can be an easy entry point. It’s 
a standardized room in an apartment. Width, 
height and depth is fi xed. Th e outer walls should 
be white and there is a common LED lighting 
setup. Th e rest is up to the builder’s imagina-
tion. We also have a larger version inspired by 
Hollywood called Swebrickwood.

Building modulars

Placing regular base plates side by side 
is quick and easy but the result is crude. 
It’s also not possible to make potholes, 
ditches and streams.

Simply placing the railroad elements on top of baseplates can look good at home, but is not 
very nice at an exhibition. We construct a proper trackbed. It takes more time and money but 
is well worth it for our exhibitions.

MILS, Modular Integrated Landscape System 
is another way to build together in modules. It 
has a regular base plate at the bottom so the 
price includes the baseplate plus the bricks 
and plates required. Moduverse does not have 
this baseplate.

We mostly build without the bottom base 
plate, only a skeleton with large plates on 
top. The skeleton can be build with old 
used parts to save some money.

Our road plates allow us to build potholes and 
cracks in the road, with ditches on the side.
Instructions:: goo.gl/rlrUpa

”Dollhouse” or Kvarteret. Many small 
rooms combine to a complete apartment 
building. Decoration is completely up to 
the builder, as long as they stay inside the 
measurements.
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Pluppsala (from “plupp”, stud in 

swedish, and Uppsala, a Swedish city) 

is our micropolis: a city at a smaller 

scale, built collaboratively, and where 

each participant contributes with one or 

more modules. 

Th e scale, which is smaller than 
for LEGO minifi gures, makes it 
more diffi  cult to build details but 
easier to participate as one needs 
less pieces to build something.

Th e modules are based on 
two templates created by Twin-
LUG, a LEGO user group in 
Minnesota. Th ey decided to 
use the following scale: a brick’s 
height corresponds to 9 feet (or 
2.7 m); a plate is 3 feet (0.9 m); 
and a stud is 7.5 feet (2.3 m). 
Th ese measures are mainly gui-
delines.  Magnus Karlsson

Micropolis, Pluppsala

The “A” module is a corner module 
with streets on two sides and the 
“B” module is an intermediate 
module with a street on only one 
side. The “B” modules is used to 
create larger blocks.

Two bricks and the sizes they 
represent in micropolis.

Comparison between three plates 
stacked on each other, a plate on 
its side, and a modern swedish 
house at the given scale. As seen, 
a fl oor should be three plates 
high (or more). If a fl oor is repre-
sented by a stud on the side, then 
it has a too low ceiling.

View of Pluppsala during the exhibition that Swebrick organized in Halmstad in 2016  Photo: Simon Olofsson

Villa Villekulla (from Pippi Longstockings) by Skafte.

Apartment buildings inspired by the buildings in 
Hökmossevägen near Telefonplan in Stockholm  by 
Nybohov Creation Ltd.

Miljonprogrammet (which was a Swedish public 
housing programme to build a million new homes 
between 1965 and 1074) by lingonfi l.

Hardy Nilsson Arena by Nybohov Creation Ltd.
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My name is Eva Svartkrut, I live in Lindesberg, I am a 

teacher at a high school every day and have always created 

in diff erent forms. I found my way back to contract building 

in 2011 and build mainly popular cultural themes and most 

of all I have focused on Harry Potter.

My biggest moc so far is my version of Hogwarts 
which is not yet completely fi nished. I started 
construction in the spring of 2017 and have 
spent about 1000 hours on the construction so 
far and have planned to complete the construc-
tion by the spring of 2021. Th e basic idea with the 
construction was to build Hogwarts with a focus 
on interiors and scenes from both the books and 
the movies and it is based on a modifi ed ver-
sion of Swebricks CB Kvarteret, because interior 
design and storytelling is what I like most.

When I started the project, I started by buil-
ding the dormitories and some classrooms and I 
had no ready-made plan for how big and exten-
sive the construction would be. As construction 
progressed, the project grew gradually and more 
and more scenes and rooms have been added 
along the way. Initially, the construction consi-
sted of a central house with stairwells in the 
middle, then two towers were added, the large 
hall with the kitchen below and another wing 
and a greenhouse.

To be able to better see the details in the 
construction, I have illuminated with guide 
strips according to the same principle as in the 
CB Quarter. What remains to be built is an owl 
tower, some updates and motorization of two 
stairs. Right now, however, I have a break in the 
project and am working on another moc, which 
is NCIS headquarters. I only build freely and 
therefore have a hard time estimating the num-
ber of pieces in my constructions, but I guess the 
Hogwarts building consists of just over 70,000 
pieces at the moment. 

Photo: Eva Svartkrut and Oscar Rydhé

Eva Svartkrut, Svartkrut
Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Legos webb-shop (S@H): 

shop.lego.com/en-SE
All offi  cial physical stores:

stores.lego.com/sv-se/stores
Bricks and Pieces (BAP):

service.lego.com/sv-se/

www.bricklink.com
www.brickowl.com

Special pieces and prints,

not offi  cial

citizenbrick.com
www.brickwarriors.com
www.brickarms.com
bricksandminifi gs.com
www.eclipsebricks.com
minifi gs4u.com
www.minifi gures.co.uk
www.thedailybrick.co.uk

Buy Lego (and sell)
Lego (genuine goods, not clone brands) is expensive so 

many people ask where, when, how best to buy. A longer 

and more complete text can be found on Swebrick’s forum. 

Shop at home, S @ H, is called the company 
Legos’ own online store. S @ H is a good starting 
point for seeing the regular price and which sets 
should be available in the stores.

Almost every month there is some kind of 
campaign, such as a free minifi gure or a smal-
ler set. Th e campaign is oft en unique and you 
can only fi nd the off er in Lego’s own stores. Uni-
que sets are usually made for diff erent holidays, 
Valentines day, Easter, Th anksgiving and Christ-
mas.

In the VIP club you can get additional bene-
fi ts. Th ere is usually a promotion each year that 
only applies to VIP members. You get points on 
your purchases which can then give a discount 
on the next purchase.

Pick-A-Brick, PAB, is a subdivision of S @ H 
where you can buy single pieces. It is reminiscent 
of the PAB walls that you can fi nd in Lego’s own 
physical stores, but with a larger selection and 
you pay per piece instead of weight or volume..

Lego customer service

Th rough Lego’s customer service Bricks and pie-
ces, BAP, you can fi nd a much larger selection 
of pieces. Th e price here is usually higher than 
PAB. If it is a unique and expensive piece that is 
relatively new, BAP is oft en the best way. It is not 
possible to purchase specifi c pieces from licen-
sed sets as an extra Darth Vader. 

Physical stores and online

Chains such as Lekia, Leklust, etc. usually have a 
regular price or slightly lower. Th e same applies 
to the larger chains such as Ica, Coop, Åhlens, 
Webhallen and more.

Most online stores seem to be just below the 
regular price, but read the terms carefully and 
look at what the shipping costs, how it works 
with returns and so on.

Remember, if you order outside the EU, ship-
ping plus Swedish VAT, customs and adminis-
trative fees will be added.

Toysrus, BR and some other toy stores have 
now gone bankrupt. Lego has started to expand 
its network of own stores.

Lego specialized stores

Th ere are now several stores in Sweden that spe-
cialize in Lego. Th ey can have goodies like older 
expired sets and imported exclusive sets. Some 

sell third-party pieces that are intended to com-
plement Lego’s own, such as modern weapons. 

Tradera, Blocket, Ebay and fl ea markets

Pay attention, count on some broken and ugly 
pieces, sets that are not complete and also buil-
ding pieces that are not Lego. Pure copies have 
also begun to appear, mainly on more expensive 
minifi gures and popular sets.

Many people prefer to shop at Bricklink or 
Brickowl, then there is a greater chance that 
both buyers and sellers have a genuine Lego 
interest. If you are at the beginning of your ”lego 
career”, it can probably be perfectly OK to call 
in a few kilograms of mixed Lego to start buil-
ding up your collection. Build without thinking 
about colors before you know for sure what you 
want to invest in. Over time, afols tend to beco-
me more picky so discolored, scratched, chewed 
and smoke-smelling pieces go away.

Bricklink and Brickowl

Are completely specialized in buying and selling 
Lego, both new and used. A number of small and 
large retailers have chosen to have Bricklink and / 
or Brickowl as a marketplace.

Th e websites are made to look for pieces and 
sets and are oft en the best place if there are many 
pieces of a variety sought.

Bricklink is the oldest and has the most users 
and has many good features, but it is a small 
threshold to get over. Brickowl is a new modern 
challenger to Bricklink.

Th e easiest way is usually to stick to stores 
within the EU, to avoid problems with customs 
and VAT. Stores in the EU oft en off er bank trans-
fers via IBAN. Otherwise, the most common way 
to pay is through Paypal.

Pay attention to the store’s review (even 
among the positive comments you can fi nd 
hints such as slow delivery and pieces in poorer 
quality). Read the rules for each store, in which 
currency you can pay, what shipping and any 
insurance will cost, is it added to VAT, is there a 
minimum purchase amount or extra fee for small 
purchases, and more.

Legos purchase of Bricklink

In 2019, Lego surprised us by buying Bricklink. 
Right now, Bricklink is being run as if nothing 
has happened, except that all decals, chrome 
pieces and third-party pieces are now banned.

We’ll see what happens in the future with 
Bricklink.

Be careful when buying on Tra-
dera and Blocket. All Lego is not 
really Lego. (Pirate brands)

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Collect, sort and value...
Lego is a relative expensive toy so the Lego is saved until 

the next generation or sold. Long lifespan and high 

recycling rate gives a good sustainability.

But what is the Lego from your childhood or fi n-
dings from fl ea markets worth?

MOst AFOL:s are picky and diff er between 
Lego for playing and Lego for building. No 
chewed, broken, painted or discoloured pieces.

As with most things the condition is impor-
tant. Chewed, broken, painted or discoloured 
bricks do not give any money. If the original 
box, instruction and all bricks are present will 
increase the value.

Bricklink

Many use Bricklink to see what similar sets has 
been sold for. Nextuz has wrote a detailed des-
cription on the forum on how to do on Brick-
link to value your set. Bricklink will give a price 
point for the international market. But remem-
ber Bricklink is by and for Lego enthusiasts.

   On the Bricklink website, select Catalog 
and fi nd you set. Click on Price Guide Info, here 
you can see the prices for the last six months and 
for currently available.

Swebrickers looking for sets to buy will acti-
vely look at Ebay etc. and you may reach more 
people that way. Th e average prices do not dif-
fer that myck between diff erent websites even if 
Ebay may sometimes provide higher prices.

Buyers on Bricklink are oft en very knowing 
and picky of what they buy, so do not be surpri-
sed if you get questions. Try to give a detailed 
and honest description about the condition to 
avoid misunderstandings. Th e same is of course 
true for Ebay as well, but there you mostly need 
to be honest and not as detailed.

Swebrick is not a marketplace, but a discus-
sion forum for adult Lego builders. Th ere is a 
”buy, exchange and sell” section on the forum, 
but you do not reach so many.

Disassemble

Use the tool from Lego to separate bricks. Aft er 
a while you learn that it is actually faster to use 
the tool than to use you fi ngers. You also save 
fi ngertips and nails. Especially you should not 
use your teeths.

Th e tool works for almost all bricks. Some-
times you need to use two or more of the same 
tools, if you have big plates or a lot of tiles to 
remove.

Sort

Sorting is inevitable. Th ere are two main 
directions; sort by colour or buy brick type (or 
a combination of both). Especially when you 
get pickier your Lego you want to avoid the big 
miscellaneous bins you rattle in for hours and 
hours. On one hand it will take a lot of time to 
fi nd what you are looking for and on the hand 
the bricks will become scratched and dirty.

Store

Avoid UV light and heat. If the bricks are con-
nected and end up in a unusually hot place, e.g. 
and sunny window or even worse in a car on a 
sunny summer day, the bricks can break.

UV light will discolour the bricks and make 
the plastic brittle.

Wash

Th ere are many diff erent ways that have been 
discussed on the forum. Th e most common is to 
use lukewarm water and detergent. Some even 
use the washing machine with a laundry-bag. 
Baseplates can be put in the dishwasher on lower 
temperatures.

Collect

Even if you mostly want to build you are also 
partly a collector. Some are also mainly col-
lectors and building comes secondly.

To collect everything is almost impossible 
but many collect in one theme e.g. train or a spe-
cial kind of minifi gure. Th ere are several army 
builder or why no monochrome minifi gures.

To collect to later sell to get rich is nothing 
to recommend. Occasional sets has increased in 
value quite a bit but most has only followed the 

price index. If you collect on Mint In Sealed 
Box, MISB, you can be pretty sure to get back 
your money but do not expect any big profi t.

Buy and sell

www.bricklink.com
www.ebay.co.uk
Value lego:  goo.gl/ISkveP
Sort/store: goo.gl/2SGYBE
Wash lego: goo.gl/YLo1mj

Brick separator
Do not throw these away. It 
is your best friend when you 
disassemble your lego. It is more 
merciful for the bricks and with 
some training it will be faster as 
well. lego.com/brickseparator
If you have the older version you 
can also do as below
Youtube: HsZbeiSE5DE

Special editions has increased 
in later years and some are sold 
for exorbitant prices. Mr Gold, 
the cheapest sold on Bricklink 
summer 2018, 1 000 euro.
Superman you can get for ”just” 
300 USD. Most sets do not increa-
se in value more then price index.

Sorting
As your brick collection grow, so also the need of 
sorting and storage solutions
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Clones and pirates
The patent protecting the lego brick was fi led in 

1958, but is no longer valid, and it is now permitted 

to produce bricks that are compatible with Lego. To 

build a spaceship with compatible bricks are okey, 

but a company can’t copy e.g. the Millenium Falcon, 

that would be a copyright infringement. Disney is 

the owner of the copyright and LEGO pays a fee to 

Disney for the rights to produce building sets from 

Star Wars.

At our exhibitions we use only bricks pro-
duced by LEGO with only a few excep-
tions. Some electronics and lightning, just 
because LEGO don’t produce it. A part of 
the train tracks, since it would be impos-
sible to build the big layouts with only 
tracks from LEGO. Th ere are also some 
builds including home made stickers.

Legal competitors

MegaBloks, Kreo and Oxford are some 
of the competitors of LEGO. Th ey have 
their own themes, e.g. Star Trek for Kreo 
and Barbie and the Smurfs for MegaBloks. 
Th e toys from these companies have been 
tested and have the CE mark that is requi-
red for selling in the EU. Compared to 
LEGO they are a bit cheaper but the quali-
ty and the range are bit lower.

3:rd party vendors 

Since LEGO don’t produce everything, 
most notably modern warfare, some fan 
controlled companies have popped up 
producing LEGO compatible accessories. 
Th e most known are Brickarms and Brick-
warriors.

Since these companies complement 
LEGO and aren’t competing most adult 
builders tolerate these products.

The pirates

Earlier, pirates was a minor problem but 
with the internet shopping the range of 
pirate vendors has exploded. It is almost 
impossible to tell the pirates apart from 

the real deal by only looking at images 
from the net. Some adult builders have 
stopped buying from ebay or other tra-
ding sites for this reason.

Quaility issues

If there is a CE mark on these product it 
may be false and the plastic could there-
fore contain hazardous substances. Th e 
quality if the bricks are mostly poor, the 
clutch power could be too hard so the 
bricks don’t separate or too loose so the 
bricks fall apart. Th e colours vary, the 
image on the box and on the instructions 
sometimes shows diff erent things. Th ere 
is no guarantee or customer service, so if 
you have missing or broken pieces there is 
nothing to do. 

Copyright infringment

Th ese companies violate the copyright 
when they copy protected trademarks 
such as Disney or Star Wars. Some try to 
go into a gray zone by changing one letter 
or the colour but that is not enough. Th ere 
are even pirates that copy the LEGO logo 
and the LEGO printed on the studs of the 
bricks.

If you buy a pirate copy there is a 
chance that the customs will keep it and 
destroy it and the one that has bought it 
will be fi ned. Just the same as with fake 
Rolex watches or branded clothes.

2017 LEGO won a lawsuit against a 
pirate vendor for the fi rst time in China. 

Other building blocks

Th e last category are those that do their 
own building system, e.g. Nanoblock from 
Japan. Th eir bricks are not compatible 
with any other brands.

If you want to learn more about clone brands: 
www.1000steine.com/brickset/miscellaneous/
clonebrands_v1.3.pdf

Some of the many pirate brands on the market. Of all the colors that you can pick, why use the same color and form as LEGO.

Lepin counts as one of the worst pirates. They have 
even started to steal designs from AFOLS.

If you only see the minifi gures without the box on 
ebay it is very hard to tell the diff erence between real 
and fake. On our forum we have collected some infor-
mation:  goo.gl/db3zx8
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Lego House
Opened in the fall of 2017. As a tribute to Lego and the 

building block, the house is also called ”Home of the brick”. 

From the outside, the house looks like a number of giant 

2 x 4 building blocks. Even details such as the tile have 

”contract proportions”.

In the basement is a museum of Lego’s history. A 
wonderful nostalgia trip when you can see the old 
sets you played with or longed for as a child.

Th e entrance fl oor has a shop, restaurant and 
oft en a smaller temporary exhibition. Upstairs 
there are four large zones for building, playing and 
exploring.

Th e penthouse, Masterpiece gallery, is a tribute 
to the construction. Th ere are three large dino-
saurs, one made of ordinary Lego, one in Duplo 
and made by Technic. Around the dinosaurs, buil-
ders from all over the world have been invited to 
exhibit their work for a year. Next door you can 
read about Andreas Lenander who is the fi rst from 
Sweden to exhibit in the Masterpiece gallery.

Personally, I like Lego house more than Lego-
land. If you prefer carousels and other rides, Lego-
land is preferable. Make sure you have plenty of 
time for Lego House. I started with a guided tour 
of the house, about an hour and SEK 50 extra. 
Took a lunch at a nice restaurant 100 meters away 
and then spent the whole aft ernoon and part of 
the evening in the house. By evening, the younger 
children had had enough and then there was more 
room for the adults. Some things you want to do 
several times, like animating your own movie. Th e 
fi rst time you only have time to learn the basics, 
the second time you get much better.

Th ere is something for everyone I would say, 
do you like building robots or controlling them? 
Build fi sh, insects and fl owers. It was exciting to 
see how they managed to build the physical world 
with the digital. How the fi sh they built jumped out 
of the aquarium and started swimming around.

A visit is highly recommended, but take your 
time..

shiftaltcmd

Tickets
Purchased for a certain 
admission. You can go in 
and out as much as you 
want until you check out. 
We had lunch outside the 
house, cheaper and tastier 
but not the same expe-
rience.

www.legohouse.com

Admission

DKK 199 per person if you 
book in advance, SEK 249 
on site. Younger than two 
years free. 
You can save a little on 
admission to Legoland if 
you book both at the same 
time.

Special tours

Look at their website what 
is on off er. Especially now in 
Corona times.

How to get there

Billund has no railway but 
an airport.
Many choose to take the car, 
then you have to take the 
Öresund Bridge or ferry from 
Gothenburg or Varberg. By 
train you can get to Vejle, 20 
km away and then the last 
bit by bus.

Lalandia is a large adventu-
re land under a roof that is 
almost next to Legoland.

I smuggled in a minifi gure with Swebrick print that 
was allowed to play.

The house from above.

Everyone should have a unique experience and it happens 
again in many places. In the ”archive” you can list the sets 
that you had as a child or like the most. You make your 
animated fi lm. And as a farewell gift, everyone gets six red 
building blocks that can be put together in 915 103 765 
variants. I got this after my visit. The Tree of creativity, three storeys high.

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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My name is Andreas Lenander. I am 35 years old and 

work as a general practitioner at the health center 

in Täby kyrkby, where I live with my wife and my 3 

children (5, 7 and 9 years old). 

I rediscovered lego just over 3-4 years ago 
and slipped pretty quickly into this with my 
own creations (MOCs). Began to take it a 
little more seriously, especially in the last 
two years and during that time it has beco-
me a steady stream of buildings that now 
occupy a not insignifi cant part of our living 
room (and kitchen ... and bedroom ...).

I oft en have lego quite close at hand, 
which makes it easier when you get an idea 
that you want to try (it is also very good 
with children as an alibi and a very patient 
wife). For inspiration for my constructions, 
I look a lot at what other AFOLs in Sweden 
and around the world create, not least on 
Flickr. Th ere are always techniques or 
themes that you can be inspired by. I star-
ted my ”MOC career” by building steam-
punk versions of classic star wars vehicles 

but have since really tested all the diff erent 
themes that exist I think. Rarely rarely 
builds digitally, but prefers to sit with the 
blocks in my hand and test me out what 
works and looks interesting.

Now during the spring, I was contac-
ted by one of the people responsible for 
Lego house down in Billund who saw my 
construction on Flickr and was impressed 
by what he saw. I was thus invited to exhibit 
some optional MOCs in their Masterpie-
ce Gallery there. Th e buildings will stand 
there for a year for visitors to watch. I was 
of course surprised and very happy when 
he contacted me, it feels like a very great 
honor to have his creations stand there. Th e 
reason why I was chosen, I think, is rela-
ted to the fact that I have had a number of 
constructions recently that have become a 
little more described globally. I have been 
on Th e Brothers Brick (the world’s largest 
Lego blog) just over 15-20 times and also 
got the spread of my builds on various 
instagram accounts and youtube channels. 

One of the reasons for this is hopefully that 
my constructions are of a high internatio-
nal class, but also that I am happy to par-
ticipate in various challenges, etc that exist 
within the AFOL community. I have built 
everything from steampunk to neo classic 
space and on to microscale and vic vipers.

I still love building steampunk, but I’m 
more or less actively trying not to “just” 
build within a genre. Th e reason for this 
is mainly that there are so many diff e-
rent themes that you can explore, all with 
their unique diffi  culties. It is also fun in 
these particular challenges to measure 
yourself a little with those who only build 
within a specifi c genre, to see how even the 
construction stands up to ”the best”. Th en I 
personally see competitions and challenges 
more as a chance to dare to try something 
new, rather than possible prizes. I build 
because it’s fun, which hopefully shines 
through in what I create.

Andreas ”drdoddo” Lenander

Masterpiece Gallery
Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Anyone can (and should) dismantle their Lego sets 

and build new things from them, so-called MOC 

(My Own Creation). But how do you go about it if 

you have an idea for something you want to build 

from scratch? 

Idea

Th e fi rst step is to visualize your idea. 
Making a sketch on paper is a good start 
to get a grip on the size and parts you want 
to include. Th e inspiration is oft en in the 
spare parts box. Personally, I realized that 
the color scheme of the new Nexo Knights 
sets was reminiscent of the classic Ice Pla-
net from the early 90’s, and since I had 
already built variants of Legos Exo-Suit, I 
chose to build an Ice Planet mech.

Design

Before it even begins looking pieces, 
it is best to get a vague idea of what is 
needed. If you have decent pieces to begin 
with, you can go a long way by building 
freely with them, without caring about 
colors. Th en it is usually easier to experi-
ment with new areas of use, turn and turn 
parts and fi nd connection points. You can 
also use a digital tool like the offi  cial Lego 
Digital Designer, LDD, or lDraw, where 
you have an infi nite number of pieces in 
all colors.

Since there is a description for Exo-Su-
it, I built a virtual copy of it in LDD, and 
then started changing colors to achieve 
the right blue-neon-orange-white look. 
From LDD you can then produce a list of 
all the pieces needed, and pick it up direct-
ly in online stores like Bricklink.

Purchase

It is of course possible to buy parts in 
many ways. Going to the store and buy-
ing a couple of boxes of Lego is of cour-
se easiest, but it gets very quickly very 
expensive, and it is important to keep 
track of which pieces are available where. 
A slightly more specifi c way is to go to the 
Legos online store and look for parts via 
the Bricks & Pieces service, where most 
of what is in production is available. But 
the best thing is to search for Bricklink or 
Brickowl, where enthusiasts sell loose pie-
ces directly.

Shopping in Europe is safe and fast. 
Th e biggest risk with Bricklink is to order 

a little more pieces when you are still wor-
king - and never be able to stop.

The MOC

No matter how you go about it, you will 
sooner or later run into problems. Some 
parts no longer exist in certain colors, 
and may be unusual and / or secondari-
ly expensive. Th en you have to take to the 
Lego builder’s main characteristic: to be 
able to compromise. Perfection is certain-
ly nice, but a fi nished building instead of 
a pile of pieces is also fun. Maybe you can 
use a diff erent piece, or a diff erent color, 
and still achieve a good result.

I discovered, for example, that the 
white ”binoculars” that sit on Exo-Suite’s 
feet do exist, but cost about one euro each. 
Th en it is quite easy to prioritize them 
away. Instead, I opted for unusual light 
blue barrels and the classic ice chainsaws.

Display

In the end, all the pieces are in place and 
you can build your masterpiece. Th en the 
fun awaits: to show the creation to the 
environment and collect honor and praise. 
Th e fastest is of course to take some good 
photos and publish on Flickr, Instagram 
or why not Swebrick’s MOC forum? But 
it’s even more fun to bring the construc-
tion of one of Swebrick’s many gatherings 
around the country and show it off .

Another way to spread its construc-
tion is to try to launch it via Lego Ideas. If 
enough people like it and Lego themselves 
agree, it can even be a real Lego set that is 
on the shelves. Th at was actually how the 
original Exo-Suite came about. It will not 
be more real than that!
 Text and images: Beardednerd

Exo-Suit from 2014 meets Ice Planet from the early 90s.

The fi nished result.

Skiss from LDD.  shopping list from Bricklink. 

From idea to real plastic
Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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During pretty much all of my 37 years 

of life, I have been a fan of LEGO. 

However, I had a long construction 

break of almost 20 years, but when 

LEGO launched offi  cial Simpsons 

models, I went all-in and have since 

invested a lot of time and money in 

the LEGO hobby.

I have a past as a illustrator 
and sculptor, but LEGO pie-
ces mean a limitation unlike 
other more classic sculpting 
materials such as clay, which 
makes it more diffi  cult but 
also attracts my problem-sol-
ving personality.

Th e limited palette of pie-
ces makes the sculpting itself 
a bigger challenge and it has 
indirectly led to my fascina-
tion with the various elements 
that have been released over 
70+ years and something that 
I myself call bit knowledge. 
Th e more diff erent kinds of 
pieces I know, the more details 
I can recreate with Lego.

I like to build in uncon-
ventional scales and depict 
reality with bricks. I am also 
attracted by the idea of   buil-
ding a neighborhood with 
realistic architecture, perhaps 
with selected buildings from 
Stockholm, where I mostly 
stay.

I work with graphic form 
and design during the day and 
as a magician in the evenings 
and on weekends. Lego has 
given me the opportunity to 
unwind and be able to focus 
better on my jobs but without 
having to slow down my crea-
tivity. Since 2018, I also have a 
30-minute magic show with a 
Lego theme.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/

bricksbystfn/

Stefan also holds our now tradi-
tional Secret Santa. See page 9.

Stefan Eriksson, byStfn

A certain fondness for animated fi lm. Photo: Oscar Rydhé

June moc of the month

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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By the tail end of the nineties Lego had begun to feel the 

competition from the video game world and started to 

develop their own games. The fi rst one you may not have 

tried because Lego Fun to Build was only released on the 

Sega Pico, a computer made for specifi cally for kids, but later 

on came among others Lego Island and Lego Races. 

Unfortunately they weren’t any huge successes and 
the games that were mainly released on Playstation 
and Game Boy got a reputation of being cheaply 
developed. It wouldn’t be until 2005 before the fi rst 
real successes show up, thanks to the British deve-
loper Traveller’s Tales.

Traveller’s Tales

Traveller’s Tales got access to the Star Wars 
license and developed Lego Star Wars: Th e Video 
Games based on Episode One through Th ree. Th e 
game featured two player co-op and let you explo-
re the various environments from the movies and 
defeat a lot of enemies on the way. What made the 
game attractive was partly because it was easy to 
play even for children, and also it was fully packed 
with various characters to try out.

A sequel featuring the classic Star Wars trilo-
gy came out the following year, the game was also 
released on the newer generation consoles whose 
sharper graphics were aptly suitable for Lego 
bricks. Th e Star Wars games were followed over the 
years by twenty diff erent games, usually featuring 
movie licenses such as Indiana Jones, Harry Potter 
or Marvel.

In reality not much have changed throughout 
the games, but with Lego Lord of the Rings they 
started to use more dialogue from the movies to 
create a loose interpretation, more oft en a more 
humorous take on the source media.

Lego City Undercover

Some games have managed to break the 
mold. Lego City Undercover is a game that 
reminds a lot more of the Grand Th eft  Auto 
games, but obviously adapted for children.

Th e Lego Movie Videogame used the same 
aesthetics as the movie but instead of the environ-
ments being “regular” graphics all of the back-
grounds were completely made out of virtual lego 
bricks.

One ambitious attempt was Lego Dimensions, 
a game that took the toys-to-life action video game 
concept that Skylanders introduced to new heights. 
Th e game was very similar to the earlier Traveller’s 
Games titles in terms of gameplay, but with the 
game came an illuminated portal where you put 
various fi gures and their vehicles and accessories. 
Th ese were then unlocked inside the game. Very 
much like Th e Lego Movie a number of worlds and 
characters were mixed together. Gandalf and Bat-
man could meet Ghostbusters, Doctor Who, Sonic 
the Hedgehog, Mr. T from the A-Team, Powerpuff  
Girls and E.T. Collectors were very glad over the 
fact they could get their hands on fi gures that had 
never been licenses by Lego before, but the price 
was unnecessary high and the big focus on 80’s 
nostalgia was most likely wasted on the children. 
But the toys-to-life games were quickly starting 
to loose its momentum and aft er Disney Infi nity, 
Dimensions main competitor, had been disconti-
nued Lego Dimensions followed suit shortly the-
reaft er.

Lego Worlds

Games based on the Traveller’s Tales model is 
still being released, and the latest venture is Lego 
Worlds. Th e game shares some similarities with 
Minecraft , that was inspired av Lego in the fi rst 
place and is also available as Lego sets. Th e main 
goal of the game is to explain and build things fre-
ely with the pieces you fi nd. Th e player is able to 
fi nd and build a lot of the classic Lego sets. Lego 
Worlds is available on all modern gaming formats

Beardednerd

Lego in games

Lego Star Wars: The Video Game rescued LEGOs 
game enterprice in the same way as licenses had 
saved the company a couple of your earlier.

The game based on the movie based on the 
toys gave builders plenty of inspiration for 
their own creations. Unfortunately a lot of 
the colours used didn’t exist in real life so we 
couldn’t build an exact replica.

Lego Dimensions gave gamers a chance to 
meet GlaDOS and Chell again in a sequel to the 
cult game Portal 2.

Nearly anything can be built in Lego Worlds, including fences made out of lipstick.

Outside of being used to load new fi gures into 
the game the portal in Lego Dimensions is also 
used to solve various puzzles.
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LEGO Masters is coming to Sweden. If you have seen 

programs such as Idol or Sweden’s master chef, you 

probably recognize the concept. Challenges where 

the participants are eliminated as time goes on and 

a winner is crowned in the fi nal program.

Mauri Hermundsson is the host of the 
Swedish version. He is best known as 
Mustiga Mauri on the YouTube channel 
Uppdrag mat (Aft onbladet).

It’s cool how he always seems to bring 
out the best in the people he meets. And 
everything (almost) is good, regardless of 
whether it is the hunt for Sweden’s best 
sausage kiosk or dinner at Edward Blom’s.

I had the opportunity to talk a little 
briefl y with him the day aft er his trip to 
Borlänge where he met ”Körv-Åke”. A litt-
le tired but I could recognize the talk.

For Uppdrag mat, the team is really 
small, only Mauri, the photographer Filip 
Meneses and more recently also Hubert 
Vikström help with the editing. Not many 
people are able to be actors, directors, pro-
ducers, editors, screenwriters all-in-one.

Th e fi rst slightly tentative clips came in 
the spring of 2018. Find the tone, the style, 
the music ... Make the viewers laugh with 
and not eat.

Today, Uppdrag mat has 368,000 
subscribers on Youtube, really good for 
something that is so niche, about food and 
in Swedish.

Took the opportunity to ask what he 
can think of aft er Mission Food, dog day-
care with lots of Golden Retrievers.

About LEGO Masters. - It is much 
more upset than when I make my clips. 
Th is is a big TV production and it feels 
both very fun and quite scary to be a part 
of, he says.

Magnus Göransson 

Is the judge in the Swedish version of 
LEGO Masters. On a daily basis, he works 
as design manager at LEGO. Th e offi  cial 
title of Design Director - Creative Play Lab 
- LEGO. Creating the future of play.

”Growing and managing teams that 
work in the intersection of Play, Story, 
Technology and LEGO DNA.”

He also sits on the board of Swedish 
Ninja and has previously worked for Sca-
lae and was involved in creating Pins of 
Sweden. Nothing to do with LEGO but a 
lot of creativity and design.

Not just in Sweden

LEGO Masters is a worldwide concept. 
Currently available in the US, Australia, 
UK and the Netherlands. Th e US version 
had Jamie Berard as judge along with Amy 
Corbett. Jamie is perhaps the most famous 
LEGO designer. Will Arnett as host, for 
LEGO nerds, he is probably best known as 
the voice of Batman in the LEGO movies.
Australia and the USA you can watch on 
TV4play. Sweden will be broadcast in the 
autumn of 2020. 

shiftaltcmd

Swedish LEGO Masters with
Mauri Hermundsson and Magnus Göransson

My little ”bribe” to get an interview with Mauri.
I have one of the sets that Magnus lists on his 
linkedin page.

Magnus Göransson judge (beard) and Mauri Hermundsson host. Photo: TV4

Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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I have an eye for color and shape, 

and have always created things and 

attended various art courses. It was 

my husband (Nextuz) who introdu-

ced me to Lego, which I was a little 

skeptical about at fi rst, I thought it 

seemed so very limited, but which 

for me nowadays is another artistic 

form of expression. 

I love projects, which I like to 
do digitally. My design langu-
age is generally very sculptu-
ral, which is perhaps not so 
strange considering my back-
ground.

I also think I have an 
advantage, because I did not 
build Lego as a child, and thus 
have the privilege of seeing 
the shape of the piece, instead 
of its original function.

Th e interest in creating 
my own models was really 
aroused when I saw the fi rst 
edition Brickheadz, which 
became my fi rst own Lego. 
I soon started building my 
own Brickheadz in the com-
puter, and aft er a while I built 
my own real MOC, Snotty. 
Th e idea for Snotty came via 
a piece that I thought looked 
like an elephant nail, name-
ly ”modifi ed plate with tooth 
15070”. I had no idea that it 
was so diffi  cult to build round 
shapes.

One night I decided to 
build a Rococo-style bureau, 
and that bureau resulted in 
my biggest Lego achievement, 
Blockoko. At the exhibition 
Klosskalaset, in Borlänge, 
Blockoko won an award in 
the category ”best artistic 
construction”. In connection 
with me creating posters for 
Klosskalaset, I built Masen 
och Kullan, which later also 
became a member gift  at 
Swebrick’s 10th anniversary. 
See the pages about the exhi-
bition in Borlänge.

Alida Fröyen (Alida)

Alida Fröyen, Alida
Translation made with Google Translate from Swedish to English
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Rather than good and a bit of eve-

rything, that how I would in a few 

words describe myself as a builder.

Th at I would stick to Lego in 
particular was not something 
I thought a few years ago. 
Although I have always had 
quite a lively imagination, 
I have never seen myself as 
particularly creative. So I usu-
ally say that Lego gives me an 
outlet for a creativity I did not 
know I had. One of the best 
moments of the day is when I 
get to crawl into my mancave 
and build Lego while liste-
ning to music. Other interests 
I have are Star wars, video 
games, football and music.

I get a lot of inspiration 
for my constructions from my 
diff erent interests and popu-
lar culture. I also fi nd it very 
fun to build things that are 
broken and worn. I also tend 
to be drawn to certain colors 
very much which are tan, dark 
tan, lbg, dbg and olive green. I 
also have a great fondness for 
minifi gs as well, both making 
my own and Star Wars mini-
fi gs.

I joined Swebrick in 2016 
and the following year my 
Lego interest really took off . 
At fi rst I mostly built sets, 
today I hardly build any sets 
at all. Swebrick has given me 
many fun memories in con-
nection with exhibitions and 
meetings.

Jonathan Clarmo (Clarmo)

Jonathan Clarmo, Clarmo
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10-year anniversary in Borlänge
In 2019, the association celebrated 10 

years and we did so in the founder, 

Mats Tinnerholm, hometown 

Borlänge.

In addition to the usual event 
set this year in the form of a 
Dala horse, all participants 
received a birthday present in 
the form of a mass and hill in 
Brickheadz style. Design by 
Alida. Photo: Oscar Rydhe
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LEGO World has its origins in the Netherlands 

where it has been held since 2001. The fi rst Nordic 

LEGO World was actually held in Oslo in 2008, befo-

re it was moved to Copenhagen the following year. 

It has many times been speculated about, thought 

about and planned for a LEGO World in Sweden, 

but in 2019 Sweden and Stockholm fi nally got their 

own LEGO World at Kista Mässan.

LEGO World’s target group is prima-
rily children between 3-12 with huge 
construction seas and other activities lin-
ked to LEGO products. To show that you 
can build so much more with LEGO than 
what is shown on the boxes, ”Fan Zone” 
is also arranged as part of LEGO World.

Th is is where Swebrick and AFOL 
come into the picture, we help LEGO 
with a lot of planning around the Fan 
Zone. As the area and the number of pos-
sible exhibitors is limited, interested exhi-
bitors from Sweden and other countries 
will register during the summer with a 
description of what they have built. Th en 
Swebrick LEGO World group sits down 
and tries to put together the best exhibi-
tion of the registered buildings.

We try to include a wide range of 
diff erent constructions to show the fan-
tastic possibilities that exist with LEGO. 
Th e sample is then presented to LEGO 
to ensure that they follow the guidelines 

they have for their business.
Th e exhibition is open to the public 

Th ursday to Sunday, but our work on 
site starts already on Tuesday aft ernoon 
with arranging the tables according to the 
agreed plans. Wednesday is the day when 
everything should be in place, the activi-
ty is high everywhere, and that is when 
you get the answer to whether you have 
been careful enough when you packed 
your buildings. At lunch, the feeling usu-
ally arises that this will never be clear, but 
somehow everything is in place on Th urs-
day morning when LEGO World opens to 
the public.

Four days then follow with a lot of 
conversations with curious adults and 
children, many are amazed at the amount 
of pieces and the fact that there are no 
instructions to follow! On Th ursday, you 
think four days feels like a long time, but 
all of a sudden it’s Sunday and closing 
time. It is now that the really intensive 
work begins, for a few hours the entire 
exhibition hall will be emptied. It’s hard to 
grasp that when Line Ann La Cour, who 
is LEGO Nordic’s project manager, came 
by and thanked us for this year’s event, 
it’s only about 2.5 hours aft er closing and 
basically the entire Fan Zone emptied!

Anders Lindgren, Andreas Kvant

LEGO World Sverige

LEGO World in Denmark has a tradition of 
making a special minifi gure, they can not be 
worse in Sweden.
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Kiruna Church. It has also been exhibited in 
Denmark.

Anders Lindgren (Andli)

From Tintin’s adventure. Do you recognize 
which book it is? 

Stefan Johansson (stej)

In 1.5 days, it should be ready for opening.

It takes itself so slowly.

Almost done.

One last stand.

37 minutes after closing.

Ready to open.

110 minutes after closing.

Swebrickwood, a ”dollhouse” where each room has a theme. You can build together, a room or a 
fl oor. The outer dimensions are standardized to easily fi t together. This means that the dollhouses 
always change their appearance depending on who participates. See the article on collaborative 
builds.

Anders Kvant coordinated this year’s construction.

Toy Story by Stefan Eriksson (byStfn).
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Anders Horvath, Anders67
Småland
Chairman, LEGO ambassador, 
boardmember since 2014. Elected 
for session 2020-2021. Like to 
build Star Wars, medeival and city 
build. Also big fan of collabora-
tive builds and make building 
instructions.

Andreas Engelmartin, 
Andreas E
Blekinge
Treasurer, Air Bulk and Event 
Manager, Board since 2016. 
Elected for the period 2019-2020. 
Technic, GBC and city is my main 
build instresst

Andreas Kvant, Kwagge
Skåne
Vice Chairman, Board since 2019.
Contact with LEGO World Stock-
holm.
A happy Scanian who enjoys his 
relaxation when he builds Lego 
with a focus on the CB Train 
Landscape, Swebrickwood and 
large houses.

Robin Nilsson, 
robinnilsson403
Värmland
Secretary, the board since 2019.
Most of all, I build things that fi t 
into the Middle Ages or contem-
porary buildings.

Malin Kylinger, Bluebuilder
Östergötland
Media manager, board since 2020.
MOC-building Östgöte who likes 
to build inspired by fantasy and 
sci-fi , preferably with an artistic 
expression.

Emma Farm, Emma
Västernorrland
Deputy, the board since 2020.
Works at a bathhouse in Sunds-
vall. Likes to build lego after real 
model. Like the lego ukulele I 
hold in my hand.

Mattias Hjelmgren, ColA
Stockholm
Deputy, the board since 2020.
Collectors, mocare and brick links. 
Favorite theme Lotr, Harry Potter 
and Star Wars. 

Oscar Rydhé, Ozp
Skåne
Nomination committee, admin 
and regional manager for the 
South. Encodes our registration 
and ordering systems. Also keeps 
the threads for Swebrick’s event 
in Hässleholm 2021.

Anders Lindgren, andli
Uppland
Nomination Committee and 
admin. Main responsibility for the 
operation of our forum.
Contact with LEGO World Stock-
holm.

Swebrick board members and admins

Swebrick Board 
Consists of fi ve regular and two deputies. The deputies attend all 
meetings to make it easier to jump in if needed. The board assign-
ment is for one year, except for the chairman and treasurer, who are 
elected for two years, and they go around to ensure continuity.
In addition to the chairman and treasurer, the board itself decides 
who will take which tasks and titles.

By a happy coincidence, the nomination committee and the 
forum’s administrators are the same people. As admins for our 
forum and web, they can see what the board does. It facilitates 
the work of the nomination committee and they can also shout if 
something crazy is about to happen.

The next annual meeting will be held in the spring of 2021, 
hopefully in connection with the exhibition in Hässleholm. The 2020 
annual meeting took place digitally due to the corona virus.

Information from each board meeting is posted on the forum. 
It is enough to be a forum user to read, you do not have to be an 
association member.

www.swebrick.se
info@swebrick.se
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Christer Nyberg, myko
Stockholm
Moderator
Feel free to build space, houses, 
or Brickheadz.

Gustav Malmborg, Krakfot
Gotland
Competition manager
LEGO building osteologist from 
Visby. Builds mostly Star wars and 
medieval / fantasy.

Micke S, CopMike
Södermanland
Moderator and responsible for 
the front page
I rediscovered LEGO around 2000-
2001 and it was the Star Wars 
theme that made me step out of 
”The Dark Age”. I am a moderator 
on the forum and try to build my 
own MOCs as time allows.

Mikael Bertilsson, Mortil
Regional manager JKPG (Små-
land). Likes Technic building with 
features and things that fl y.

Petter Åkeson, Skafte
Gotland Regional Manager
Gotland with a taste for Star Wars, 
MOC buildings based on models 
and building small details. And 
sorting.

Joakim Åsander, Tie Fighter
Västernorrland
Regional Manager Center
Västernorrlänning but a tendency 
to forget to limit the size of the 
MOC building so that it is possible 
to get the building out the door.

Viola Lindell, V.L. fl ower
Regional manager Nerike
An MOC builder with the colors, 
imagination, playfulness and 
creation in focus.

Stefan Johansson, Stej123
Västerbotten
Regional Manager Botnia
Soon 30-year-old from Västerbot-
ten who builds MOCs, often with 
models from books, fi lms and TV 
series or reality

Emma Browne, Memmla
Regional manager Värmland
MOC builder living in Värmland 
who like to build environments 
and dioraman founded in a story. 
Everything from horror and dys-
topia as a theme to colorful and 
fantasy is fun.

Leonard von Wolcker, 
Wolcker
The association’s auditor and 
regional manager for Halland.
Halländare with a twinkle in the 
eye and favorite themes such as 
fantasy, sci-fi  and military.

Mikael Montelius, Godtfred
Östergötland
Regional manager for Östra G
Builds cumbersome, often with 
popular cultural connections.

Regional contacts and moderators

There are usually several smaller 
exhibitions around autumn and 
sports holidays arranged by the 
local groups in Swebrick. Keep an 
eye on swebrick.se.
Our neighbors also have exhibi-
tions and other fun going on.
Norway: www.brikkelauget.no
Denmark: www.byggepladen.dk
Finland: www.palikkatakomo.org

Botnia

Mitten

Stockholm

Gotland

Östergötland

Jönköping

Värmland

Dalarna

Nerike

Väst

Syd

Hallandia

Bystfn
Regional manager Hufvudstaden 
(Stockholm). See the Secret santa 
change on page 9.

Pär Eriksson, pareriksson
Regional Manager West (Gothen-
burg, Västra Götaland).

Peter S 
Stockholm Moderator
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Th e Kirk Kristiansen family
The company LEGO is just a part of something much bigger 

that is not entirely easy to put in order.

Th e Kirk Kristiansen family is keen to maintain 
control within the family, much like Kamprad’s 
and Ikea. Th e companies are not listed on the 
stock exchange and it is a mix of diff erent com-
pany forms. Not being listed makes it more dif-
fi cult to gain insight, but it also gives a freedom 
not to be controlled by shareholders.

In 2004, aft er several years of fi nancial pro-
blems, a major restructuring took place. Not 
only that an external CEO came in, Jørgen Vig 
Knudstorp. Legoland was sold to Merlin Enter-
tainment, the gaming department was spun off  
and Kjeld and his sister Gunhild decided to go 
their separate ways. Nowadays, it is Kjeld’s side 
of the family that owns LEGO. Gunhild’s side 
formed Kirk Kapital, which operates mostly in 
the fi nancial sector.

LEGO is owned 3/4 by Kirkbi and 1/4 by the 
LEGO foundation which is run by basically the 
same people.

Cooperations

Today, collaborations are a big part of the busi-
ness for Lego, Star Wars and Harry Potter has 
been going on for the longest time. Most colla-
borations take place with Disney and AT&T. Any 
future themes could be Ice Age, Avatar, Greta 
pig, Dragonballz or Looney Tunes. It could open 
up for other collaborations, such as the Costume 

Trainer broadcast by Cartoon Network.
Th e collaboration with Shell will not be 

renewed when it expires. Many new collabora-
tions are underway with car brands such as Fer-
rari, Ford, Porsche and more.

Investments

In 2019, LEGO bought a larger part of Merlin and 
removed the company from the stock exchange. 
Probably to regain control of Legoland. Merlin 
is now owned by Kirkbi and Blackstone. In the 
same year, LEGO acquired Bricklink.

Kirkbi has signifi cantly more money in the 
coff ers than LEGO. Th ey buy and sell shares in 
other companies and the focus changes over 
time. Th e aircraft  are now sold and instead focus 
on renewable energy, family and safety.

The companies & the 
funds
Kjelds ownership

KIRKBI
www.kirkbi.com
LEGO
www.lego.com
Ole Kirks fond
www.olekirksfond.dk
Lego foundation
www.legofoundation.com
Legoland
www.legoland.com
Legoland Discovery Center
www.legolanddiscoverycenter.com
Merlin
www.merlinentertainments.biz

Gunhilds ownership

Kirk Kapital
www.kirkkapital.dk
Edith och Godtfreds fond
www.kirkkapital.dk/foundation/

The most powerful men in LEGO and Kirkbi. From left: 
Søren Thorup Sørensen, CEO of Kirkbi. Thomas Kirk 
Kristiansen owner, Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen, owner and 
CEO 1979-2004. Jørgen Vig Knudstorp who was CEO 
of LEGO 2004-2017.

The CEO of LEGO is Niels B. Chris-
tiansen, not related to the Kirk 
Kristiansen family.

LEGO foundation
owns 25% of LEGO

The Kirk Kristiansen family
Kjeld and the children Thomas, Sofie and Agnete

Full owner of Kirkbi and Lego foundation and also manages Ole Kirk's fund.

KIRKBI A/S
Owns the brands LEGO, Legoland, Ninjago and more. LEGO thus pays 
to Kirkbi.

Of Kirkbi wholly owned companies LEGO Ventures, Interlego AG, 

Kirkbi Invest A / S and more 

Affiliated with Kirkbi are a number of smaller companies. It is difficult 
to see exactly what is what in Kirkbi's annual report, perhaps it is 
possible to trace in Denmark's Companies Registration Office.

Partners
Lego pays just over 2 billion

Danish kroner per year in
license fees. But they also get

in money from companies that do
products in the name of Legos.

 

40% of Merlin
entertainment

Legoland
Madame Tussauds
Sea Life Aquariums

London Eye & Dungeon

Energy
Wind power

25% Burbo Bank,
Great Britain

32% Borkum Riffgrund,
Germany

 

Investments
28% Falck, 14% ISS A / S
17% Nilfisk, 48% Välinge

15% Landis + Gyr
25% Peppy Pals

and more

Real estate 
in Switzerland, 
Germany, UK, 

Czech Republic,
Denmark and more.

Together 270,000 m2.

Kirkbi owns 75% of LEGO.

Bricklink
At the end of 2019, Lego 

acquired Bricklink. The largest 
marketplace for buying and 

selling building blocks of Lego.

 

AT & T
Harry Potter, The 
Lord of the Rings

DC Comics (Batman, 
Superman, etc.)

Disney
Pixar, 20th Century Fox,

Star Wars, Marvel
The purchase of Fox opens up

for more exciting license themes
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Lego in large numbers

Around the turn of the millennium, a lot happened 

at the company Lego. Poor profi tability, not only 

building pieces were made but also electronics, 

clothes and games, Legoland was run under its own 

auspices.

In 1998, a loss was made for the fi rst time, 
DKK 300 million. In the years that fol-
lowed, people swung between profi t and 
loss.

Th e fact that the losses did not get worse 
was due to the fact that the fi rst licenses 
with Star Wars (1999) and Harry Potter 
(2001) went well.

In 2004, sales had fallen by 40 and 
large losses were made. Lego decided to 
bring in a new CEO, Jørgen Vig Knuds-
torp, and to invest in the core business. 
Legoland was sold out, the gaming depart-
ment became its own company. Kjeld and 

sister Gunhild go their separate ways.
In 2007, the staff  had been halved. But 
sales and profi ts were on the rise.

In ten years, Lego quadrupled sales and 
the number of employees. In 2016-17, the 
development leveled off  and Lego started a 
reorganization. 38 billion in turnover and 
10 billion in profi t is a very large margin.
www.lego.com/sv-se/aboutus/lego-group

Lego has approx

4 200
elements (molds) in production 

simultaneously, and 58 possible 

colors. Lego constantly has 

approx.

9 000
diff erent pieces in stock. There 

are still fewer pieces than they 

had in stock towards the end 

of the 90s.

Six 2x4 bricks can be combined in a 
variety of ways.

The fi rst calculations that were made, 
you just thought that the pieces 
were stacked on top of each other. 
Then there are 102,981,500 variants.

If you think that the pieces can also 
be placed next to each other. Then 
you get 915 103 765 variants.

If you fi nally think that the pieces can 
also be laid at an angle, the possibili-
ties will be endless.

7
million Lego pieces 

are manufactured 

every hour. 60 billion 

in one year, that’s 

enough more than 20 

revolutions around the 

world.

It takes about 40 billion 

Lego pieces stacked 

on top of each other to 

reach the moon.

8 000 000 000
No one knows how many minifi gures have 
been made, but they probably now exceed 
the number of people on the globe. About 
500 million minifi gures are born each year.

Raw materials 23%

Other 42%

Salaries 26%
License fees 11%
Disney, Angry Birds,
Minecraft et al

Expenditure for 2015
DKK 23.5 billion

Revenue

Profi t

Loss

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Billions

Danish

kronor

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

Billions

Danish

kronor

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

Financial statements

Number of employees

12 600

28,6

9,7

11 800

25,4

8,2

10 400

23,1

7,5

9 400

18,7

5,5

8 300

16

4,9

7 000

11,7

2,9

5 400

9,5

1,8

4 200

8

1,4

4 900

7,8

1,5

5 400

7,1

0,5

7 300

6,7

-1,2

8 300

8,2

-1,5

7 800

11,4

0,8

7 200

10,7

0,5

7 500

9,5

-0,8

7 800

9,8

0,5

8 800

7,7

-0,3

35,8

12,2

14 000

16 800

37,9

12,4

16 100
16 500

36

10,4

15 050

36,4

10,5 10,5

38,5
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Lego & Swebrick dictionary
1HY & 2HY 1st and 2nd half year. The fi rst and second half 

of the year, the sets released in the spring and autumn 
respectively.

3.18 3.18 mm is the diameter of a minifi gure’s hand. And a 
basic measure of all ”lego guys’” accessories.

AB Activity Box. The company Lego sometimes sponsors 
events or a LUG with a box like this. Usually fi lled with 
standard 2x4 tiles in one color. See also PBB and LSB. 
Swebrick has often used these for a building corner 
and as a wall for the Great Ball Contraption.

ABS Acrylonitrile, Butadiene and Styrene, the plastics that 
LEGO mostly uses. 

ADU  Armored Drilling Unit, Aerial Defense Unit, Alien 
Defense Unit

AFFOL Adult Female Fan Of Lego. 
AFOL Adult Fan Of Lego, adult LEGO fanatic (often prono-

unced ”A Fool” or ”Awful”).
AHOL Adult Hobbyist of Lego 
ALE Adult Lego Enthusiast, AFOL is more common.
ALH Adult Lego Hobbyist, AFOL is more common.
Ambassador Title for the person who acts as a contact 

person between a RLUG and the company Lego.
Anti-stud The cavity on the underside where the knobs, 

stud, should fi t.
Apollo stud A stud which has holes in it.
ATV All Terrain Vehicle
Baby Theme 1987-2006. Nowa-

days it is part of Duplo.
BAM Build A Minifi gure.
BaP Bricks And Pieces. Lego 

customer service where you 
can buy single pieces. See 
also PaB.

Disappointment box A concept created in connection with 
Skærbæk Fan Weekend 2014. Participants may pur-
chase a PBB box at their own risk. Rarely does anyone 
become completely happy.

Bignette larger than a vignette but smaller than a diorama.
Billund The place where Ole Kirk Kristiansen founded Lego 

and where The Lego Group is headquartered.
Bionicle  See Constraction.
BISB Built In Sealed Bag, build a set without opening the 

bag.
BL Common abbreviation for Bricklink.
Blay / bley Name of the two blue-gray (Bluish Gray) colors 

that replaced the two older grays.
BMLC Building More Laser Cannons.
BOLOCS Built Of Lots Of Colours.
Botnia Swebrickregion Norr- and Västerbotten.
Boost Simpler and cheaper than Mindstorms, controlled via 

a mobile app.
Bram Sphere A system for making spheres in Lego develo-

ped by Bram Lambrecht.
Brick built Built from smaller pieces instead of a large 

special piece.

Brick separator Tools to more easily separate pieces.
Bricklink Internet marketplace for sets and building blocks 

by Lego. Owned from 2019 by the company Lego.
Brickset Large database of Lego sets, colors, designers and 

more.
BURP Big Ugly Rock Piece.
BURPMAN Big Ugly Rock Person Made Annoyingly 

Non-mobile (Rockraiders monster).

CAD Computer Aided Design. Software for making 
drawings, 3D models etc.

CB Community Build, a joint group building. 
CC Cafe Corner, the fi rst module housing. Also used to des-

cribe the standard for modular houses. a.k.a. CC-house
CC Classic Castle.
CCC Classic Castle City, a standard for medieval cities.
CCC Colossal Castle Contest. Annual construction competi-

tion for castle builders.
CEE-gruppen Community Engagement and Events group. 

The department at TLG that in various ways tries to 
support LUGs and their activities.

Cheese slope The smallest slope, the roof piece.
Clone brick Building blocks compatible with 

Lego but made by another company. 
Clone brands Sometimes just a clone. Building blocks that 

often work together with blocks from Lego. Often of 
poorer quality and something that afols often wrinkle 
their noses at.

Clutch power The name of the force that holds the pieces 
together. Also the name of the hero in the movie of the 
same name. The fi lm came out in 2010.

CMF Collectible Minifi gures.
Constraction Buildable larger fi gure. Crossing the words 

Construction and Action. Also uses ball joints such as 
Bionicle.

Cracklink Addictive nickname to BrickLink.
CS Classic Space.
CSF Classic Space Forum. 
Cuusoo The forerunner of Lego ideas.
Custom Self-made decals or pieces. Sometimes from manu-

facturers other than Lego (see clone). See also purist.
D2C Direct To Consumer. From the company Lego directly 

to the customer, often exclusive sets.
Dark Age Time in life when an AFOL is not built with Lego.
Debox/deboxa When you open and throw the box into a 

set so that it does not take up as much space in the 
luggage.

Diorama A big stage. Sometimes abbreviated to dio. 
Draft In turn, you select pieces from, for example, a set.
DSS Dreaded Sticker Sheet, sheets of stickers.
Duplo Large building blocks for small fi ngers. The target 

group is 1.5-5 years. 
EB Abbreviation for Eurobricks.
Erling Dideriksen, the author of the fi rst 

Lego piece with a knob on the side.
Eurobricks Internet forum for AFOLS.
EV3 Third version of Lego Mindstorms, 

EVolution.
Fabuland Popular theme 

from 1979-1989. Builds 
on the usual building 
block from Lego but the 
set had fewer and larger 
pieces. And animals in 
human form instead of 
classic minifi gures.

FAFOL Female Adulf Fan 
Of Lego 

FART Fancy Abbreviation for Rich Terrain pieces, see BURp 
& LURP. 

FBTB From Bricks to Bothan. A forum for Lego Star Wars.
FFOL Female Fan Of Lego

FLL First Lego League.
FLU Fundamental Lego Unit. The width of a tray.

Frifräsa Gotland word for MOC, appeared in a radio inter-
view with ”Skafte”.

Galidor A short-lived 
theme from 2002-3. 
Based on a TV series 
of the same name. 
Simplifi ed action 
fi gures partly based 
on Bionicle which 
came in 2001. Col-
lectors item amongs 
LEGO designers but rarly anybody else.

GARC Galactic Asteroid Rally Circuit, Formula 1 in the Lego 
space, unarmed vehicle with pilot and map reader and 
high SF.

GBC Great Ball Contraption. Fantastic tricks for moving / 
transporting balls.

Gerillabygge See bolocs. (sv. Guerrilla construction)
GoH Guild of Historica. A common story for medieval 

buildings that exist at Eurobricks.
Gray Ages You are not as active as a builder, but the interest 

and Lego collection still remains. 

Greebling Details on the surface of an object to make it 
appear more complex, common in science fi ction.

GWP Gift With Purchase. Buy a thing, get a small gift on the 
purchase.

Haj (sv. Shark) A person who only uses / buys new pieces 
and rates used / worn. ”At the top of the bit chain”.

Half stud off set A building that does not follow the usual 
”stud pattern”. For example, by using a so-called jumper 
plate.

HLC Heartlake City. The City of Friends.
Illegal They break the rules that LEGO has set for its 

constructions. For example, that the pieces are not 
stuck or are stuck too hard. A purist nightmare.

Inventory List of which parts are 
included in a set. For offi  cial 
sets, Brickset, Peeron and Brick-
link are good places to look.

Jumper plate The top and bottom 
are off set by half a stud.

Kamelåså Internal joke that Danish is diffi  cult to under-
stand, from the Norwegian program Uti vår hage. If 
you do not know what to say in Danish, say camel o so. 
youtube.com/watch?v=ykj3Kpm3O0g

KFOL Kid Fan Of Lego.
Kirkbi The company that owns Lego. Merger of Kirk, the 

family that owns Lego, and Billund.
KKK Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen. Third generation owner, CEO 

1979-2004.
Krafsare (sv. digger) Nickname of someone who rummages 

around in boxes with Lego. Gives a very characteristic 
sound.

LAN Lego Ambassador Network. 
LBR Lego Brand Retail.
LBSD Lego Buying Sets Disorder.
LCP Lego Certifi ed Professional.
LDC Lego Discovery Center.
LDD Lego Digital Designer. CAD software for Lego pieces. 

Created by TLG.
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LDD Manager Add-on program for LDD with features.
LDraw CAD software for Lego pieces.
Legal A building that complies with LEGO’s internal regula-

tions with requirements for, for example, strength.
LEGO Compilation of ”Lek godt” (dk. Play well). Ole Kirk’s 

invention.
Lex Rivendell You should not build so large that it does not 

go out the door. (displayed on Swebrick event Norrköping 

2014)

Licens set Sets and themes that are not original ideas from 
Lego. Lego buys the IP-rights to manufacture sets.

LotR Lord of the Rings, theme from Lego.
Lowell Sphere A variant of Bram sphere.
LSB Lego Set Box. This is a box with various Lego sets that 

The company Lego supports RLUGs with. See also PBB 
and AB.

LTD Lego Track Designer. Help to build railway tracks.
LTM Lego The Movie.

LU Lego Unit. A practical calculation measure for contract 
construction. 1 LU = the thickness of the walls in Lego. 
2 LU the thickness of a plate, 6 LU the height of a block.

LUG Lego User Group, Lego fan association, for example 
Swebrick.

Lugbulk Once a year, the associations recognized by Lego 
get the opportunity to buy a limited amount of buil-
ding blocks directly from the factory.

LULS Light-Up Lightsabers, glowing laser sword
LURP Little Ugly Rock Piece
LW Lego World. Event aimed at consumers organized by 

TLG.
MF Minifi g.
MIB Mint In Box/Bag, opened set but in new condition and 

in undamaged original packaging.
Microfi g Comes from the begin-

ning from LEGO’s games. Now 
also in sets where an ordinary 
minifi gure does not match 
in scale such as. Avengers 
Helicarrier and Hogwarts.

Midiscale Larger than micro but 
smaller than minifi g scale.

MILS Modular Integrated Landsca-
ping System for Lego.

MINI Model that is smaller than minifi gure scale.
Minidoll minifi gures for Lego Friends and Elves.
Miniland scale The scale used in Legoland. A fi gure is about 

10 bricks high.
MISB Mint In Sealed Box/Bag, unbroken set in mint 

condition.
Mitten Swebrick in Västernorrland and Jämtland.
MOC My Own Creation, own building with own design.
MOC-fodder A set bought just for the sake of the pieces. 

See parts pack.
MOD Modifi ed (changed / improved) offi  cial kit. 
Moduverse Finnish (and now also Swedish) standard for the 

construction of stable, modular, base plates.
http://www.swebrick.se/index.php?board=59.0

MoRaSt Monorail Standard.
MOS Mall Of Scandinavia in Stockholm, which has Sweden’s 

fi rst offi  cial contract shop.
MRM Minifi g Rights Movement.
MSRP Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price, Recommen-

ded retail price.
Nerike Swebrick region Närke.
NISB New In Sealed Bag. Not as good condition as MISB.

NLP Non Lego Person. Those who have no relationship with 
Lego. Compare mugglers, non-magicians, in Harry 
Potter.

NPU Nice Part Usage. Pieces used in a creative and unusual 
way.

NXT Mindstorms control unit.
OOC Our Own Creation. See MOC.
PAB Pick-A-Brick, a store shelf with ”loose candy jars” with 

Lego bricks in. Also available as S@H.
Parts draft Raffl  e in group of Lego pieces from one or more 

sets. Selects pieces in turn.
Parts pack A set that is only bought for its pieces not to 

be built.
Parts monkey A builder who is only interested in the pieces. 

Rarely builds sets.
Parts set A set that contains many pieces useful for your 

own creations.
PBB Play Brick Boxes. The company Lego puts leftover bags 

and pieces, about 8-10 kg, in a corrugated cardboard 
box and sells them to cabins and events. You buy the 
pig in the sack, see disappointment box. Swebrick 
sometimes uses these boxes for something playful.

PF Power Functions. 9 volt. Legos engines, lights ...
PM Private message, internetforum.
POAAFOL Partner Of An AFOL, partner of an adult Lego fan.
POOP Parts Out of Other Parts. Large pieces that should be 

made of several smaller pieces instead. For example, 
bit-built walls and walls.

PotC Pirates of the Caribbean.
Powered Up Power Functions version 2.
Primo Larger than Duplo. Now 

included in the Duplo 
range. 1987-2006.

Purist A creation with only 
parts from the company 
Lego. Other manufactu-
rers are not accepted, 
nor are their own decals, 
power cables and so on ...

Quatro Larger than Duplo. 
Now included in the 
Duplo range. 2004-2006.

Raff el Lottery. Usually that the prize will be raffl  ed off  
among the competition entries.

Rainbow warrior Rainbow construction, see Bolocs.
RC Remote Control, eg cars, trains.
RCX Robotic Command Explorer .
REC Reverse Engineering Contest. 
Regnbågsbygge (sv. Rainbow construction)
Rendering An image made in a computer, often from a 3D 

construction program such as LDD or similar.
RIS Robotic Invention System. 
RLFC Recognized LEGO Fan Convention. An event / exhibi-

tion recognized by TLG.
RLFM Registered LUG Fan Media. Website, newspaper 

recognized by TLG.
RLOC Recognized LEGO Online Community. An Internet 

forum recognized by TLG.
RLUG Recognized LEGO User Group. An association recog-

nized by TLG.
RRP Recommended Retail Price, list price, recommended 

price in store.
ROW Rest Of the World, company lingo.
S@H Shop at Home (shop.lego.com). TLG own webbshop.
Serious Play The advertisement says: ”Build your way to 

better business – a powerful tool designed to enhance 
innovation and business performance.”

SF Swoosh Factor, a measure of how good a model of an 
aircraft is at ”pretending to fl y” with.

SHEFOL: “She-(Female)-Fan-of-LEGO”. See also AFFOL and 
FAFOL.

SHIP Seriously Huge Investment in Parts. A spaceship that is 
100 studs or larger.

Sigfi g Signatur Figur. The minifi gure version of yourself. 
Used with the same meaning as avatar.

Skærbæk Place in Denmark where (Lego) Fan Weekend is 
held every September.

SNIR Studs Not In a Row.

SNOT Studs Not On Top, buildings that do not have all the 
studs upwards but turn them in diff erent directions.

Soft bricks 1998-2013. Really large blocks, popular in 
playgrounds.

SOTS Studs On The Side.
SPUA Special Part Used Again. Special piece from a 

recurring theme.
STAMP Stickers Across Multiple Parts.
STOMP Sticker Over Multiple Pieces, sticker that sits over 

several pieces.
Studless A building without visible studs.
SW Star Wars.
Swooshable Often cars and spaceships that you want to 

drive with and the builder accompanies with sound.
TBB The Brothers Brick, popular blog about Lego.
TLC The LEGO Company, older name for TLG.
TLG The Lego Group, the company LEGO.
TFOL Teenage Fan Of Lego.
TFLC Too Few Laser Cannons.
Travis brick A 1 × 1 tray with knobs on 4 sides. The name 

from Travis Kunce om used that particular piece often, 
no. 4733. See also SNOT.

UCS Ultimate Collector’s 
Series, a series of larger 
(adult?) models from TLG.

Vig Vignette, a small MOC, 
often built on 8x8 studs.

Väst Swebrick region Gothen-
burg and outskirts.

WeDo Part of Lego Education. The idea 
is to introduce programming that 
controls robots.

WIP Work In Progress, an incomplete MOC.
WOAFOL Wife Of an Adult Fan Of Lego. See POAFOL.
YFOL Young Fan Of Lego, See KFOL.

Soft Bricks

1.6 mm = 1 LU 
Lego Unit
2 LU = 3.2 mm
The height of 
a slab
3 LU = 4.8 mm.
5 LU = 8 mm.
The width of a 
1x1 block
6 LU = 9.6 mm.
The height of a 
block

T

T

T

From left: ”Erling brick” 4070 from 1980. 4733 

from 1985. 47905 from 2004. 87087 from 

2009. 26604 from 2017.
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Seymour Papert
Born 1928 in South Africa, died 2016. Professor 
at MIT in Boston. He mainly researched how 
children learn and how new technology could 
be used. He built on Jean Piaget’s work. Papert 
and Piaget had worked together at the Universi-
ty of Geneva. Papert was also involved in starting 
One Laptop Per Child.

Papert wrote the book Mindstorms: Children, 
Computers and Powerful Ideas in 1980. A few 
years later, Lego began a collaboration with MIT 
and Papert, which eventually resulted in Lego 
Mindstorms in 1998.

Lego continues to contribute to MIT and now 
also Cambridge, England. Paul Ramchandani 
becomes the fi rst ”LEGO professor of play” in 
Cambridge. LEGO has contributed £ 4 million.

When you have fi nished reading, feel free 

to give the magazine to someone who 

would appreciate it. Or let it go to paper 

recycling. If you read digitally, feel free to 

copy and send on.

Several of the employees at LEGO’s design depart-

ment love to hide small and large Easter eggs in 

the sets. The most well-known is that the number 

plates of the cars often contain the initials of one of 

those who designed or helped with the set.

GT on the swimsuit is a wink to Gitte Thorsen 
who works as a sculptor of new pieces.

The lumberjack from minifi gure series fi ve turns 
into a werewolf in series 14.

Nowadays, older themes from LEGO are often fl irted 

with. Sometimes all the way back to the 20th century. 

The new monster house, 10273, seems to set some kind 

of record with LEGO Adventurers from 1998. Feel free 

to watch the designer video. It’s fun that those who 

work as designers are no longer anonymous. Here, Carl 

Merriam is the main designer with the help of Mike 

Psiaki and Niek van Slagmaat with Austin Carlson as 

graphic designer.

youtube.com/watch?v=QIuGpNGpd4c

Or in the LEGO movie movies. Benny’s helmet has 

cracked, which was a common damage to the set from 

the late 70’s and early 80’s. The print on the chest has 

fl aked.

Easter eggs, hidden surprises, in the LEGO world

What happened here? One of 
Homer Simpson’s legs is sensitive 
to UV light. A fl irtation from the TV 
series where he is radioactive or a 
production error?
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